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Abstract

Rare-event searches, such as the direct detection of dark matter, of neutrinoless dou-

ble beta decay and of the decay of long-lived radioisotopes, require highly-sensitive

radio-pure detectors to measure extremely rare interactions amidst a sea of back-

ground events coming from natural radioactivity. The DAMA/LIBRA dark matter

experiment has a long-standing claim of detecting event excesses inconsistent with

known background and attributes these to the annual modulation signature expected

from dark matter interactions on Earth. The DAMA/LIBRA detector array is com-

posed of NaI(Tl) scintillation detectors, which do not possess event-by-event back-

ground rejection capabilities. Scintillating calorimeters, cryogenic detectors based on

scintillating crystals that produce simultaneous heat and light signals, are a promising

detector technology capable of a powerful level of background rejection. Rare-event

searches employing scintillating calorimeters are on the look-out for crystals with

favourable low-temperature properties. This dissertation will describe the optical

cryostat that our group has designed, commissioned, tested and is now operating at

Queen’s University for the purpose of studying samples of scintillating crystals and

measuring their properties as a function of temperature. In particular, it details mea-

surements of the light yields of the alkali halides NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl) under α- and

γ-excitation down to 3.4 K. The temperature response of the α/γ quenching factors
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of these scintillators is also presented, along with surface-dependent systematics. In-

formed by these low-temperature scintillation results, a scintillating calorimeter based

on alkali halides is proposed and its expected sensitivity to dark matter is studied.

The technical feasibility of such a detector is also discussed. It is demonstrated that

if technical challenges can be surmounted and the phonon performance of the alkali

halides can be improved to the level of other materials, a short exposure of 10 kg-days

would have a good chance of being able to fully test the DAMA/LIBRA claim under

standard astrophysical assumptions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Attempting to detect the rarest known interactions in the Universe, such as dark

matter scattering off of nuclei or neutrinoless double beta decay, requires highly

sensitive, radio-pure detectors. A promising detector technology, pioneered by the

ROSEBUD [1] and CRESST [2] collaborations, consists of a scintillating crystal op-

erated at cryogenic temperatures, such that interactions in the detector medium pro-

duce simultaneous light and phonon signals that can be compared to identify the

nature of the particle interaction. Doing so provides an extremely powerful form

of background rejection. However, most scintillators are typically operated at room

temperature, and thus, their scintillation properties at cryogenic temperatures are

not always known. Rare-event searches based on cryogenic scintillation detectors are

interested in crystals with favourable low-temperature properties, such as high light

yield and good energy resolution. Our group at Queen’s University has designed,

commissioned, tested and is now operating an optical cryostat capable of studying

samples of scintillating crystals and measuring their properties as a function of tem-

perature. We have studied several different crystal scintillators, including the alkali

halides NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl).
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The DAMA/LIBRA experiment [3] consists of 25 NaI(Tl) detectors operating

at room temperature and has been designed to identify dark matter via the annual

modulation signature caused by yearly variations in the speed of the Earth with

respect to our dark matter halo. They have observed event excesses inconsistent

to various degrees with known backgrounds and claim that it is caused by dark

matter interactions, in tension with other experiments [4]. The scintillation detectors

used by DAMA/LIBRA do not provide event-by-event background discrimination.

Thus, a detector capable of background discrimination and based on NaI could shed

light on the controversial DAMA/LIBRA claim by potentially revealing target-specific

backgrounds or interactions. One of the goals of my work was to determine if an alkali-

halide based cryogenic detector would be sensitive enough to test the DAMA/LIBRA

claim. To strengthen the accuracy of these simulations, I used the low-temperature

measurements of the scintillation light yield of our alkali halide samples.

This dissertation will describe our experimental setup and the results of my alkali-

halide studies. It is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of rare-event searches; specifically the direct

detection of dark matter, neutrinoless double beta decay, and long-lived isotopes.

It also describes the processes behind scintillation, focusing on inorganic scintilla-

tors, followed by a discussion of an application of inorganic scintillators: scintillating

calorimeters.

Chapter 3 is a general overview of our optical cryostat; the electronics and detec-

tors that go into data acquisition; and the data analysis, including cuts and fits.

Chapter 4 describes several different experiments performed with the optical cryo-

stat, including our studies of BGO and ZnWO4, and the development of a photon
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counting technique based on a time-to-digital converter.

The primary focus of this dissertation begins in Ch. 5, with my studies of the

scintillation of three alkali halides: NaI, CsI, and NaI(Tl). Modifications to our

setup, data acquisition and data analysis are discussed. The temperature response of

the light yield of each scintillator is measured.

Informed by results from Ch. 5, the next major component of this work is in

Ch. 6. It concerns the simulated performance of a scintillating calorimeter based on

alkali halides and its expected sensitivity to dark matter; specifically, whether or not

such a detector could be used to test the long-standing DAMA/LIBRA dark matter

detection claim.

Finally, Ch. 7 concludes this dissertation with a summary of the key ideas pre-

sented throughout.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Rare Event Searches

Rare event searches, such as the direct detection of dark matter, neutrinoless double

beta decay and long-lived radioisotopes, require highly-sensitive radio-pure detectors

to measure extremely rare interactions (< 1 event/month/kg of detector in the case

of dark matter) amidst a high number of background events coming from natural

radioactivity (e.g. typical radioactivity from the human body is ∼100 Bq/kg). These

detectors are typically capable of background discrimination by comparing the re-

sponse of two types of signals to a given particle interaction, e.g. scintillation and

phonons. This chapter will present brief overviews of the direct detection of dark

matter, neutrinoless double beta decay and long-lived radioisotopes.

2.1.1 Dark Matter

The modern concept of dark matter was initially introduced in 1933 by Fritz Zwicky

who measured the radial velocity of individual galaxies in the Coma cluster and

noticed that the galaxies were moving much too fast for the amount of visible matter
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in the cluster to be capable of preventing the galaxies from escaping [5]. He then

used the virial theorem from classical mechanics to estimate the dynamical mass of

the Coma cluster and determined it to be 500 times what could be accounted for

by the visible galaxies, urging Zwicky to conclude that “...dark matter is present in

a much higher density than radiating matter,” providing the first appearance of the

term “dark matter” in the context of extragalactic astronomy [6].

By now, the existence of dark matter is well established and various compelling

forms of evidence have been discovered [7, 8, 4]. Advances in weak gravitational

lensing of galaxy clusters have provided spectacular evidence for dark matter in the

observation of the Bullet cluster merger [9]. The hot gas that forms the majority of the

clusters’ baryonic mass was decelerated, while the galaxies in the clusters and most

of the total mass (i.e. dark matter), as observed by gravitational lensing, continued

on ballistic trajectories. This apparent decoupling of the dark matter and the hot

baryonic gas components implies the collision-less nature of dark matter.

Candidates for non-baryonic dark matter must satisfy several conditions: they

must interact very weakly with the electromagnetic force, they must have been non-

relativistic (i.e. “cold”) at the time of structure formation in the Universe, they must

be stable on cosmological time scales, and they must have the right relic density [7, 8].

Candidates include primordial black holes [10], sterile neutrinos [11, 12], axions [8, 4],

and weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs). WIMPs are particularly interest-

ing as dark matter candidates because of the fact that WIMPs in chemical equilibrium

in the early Universe have the right abundance to be cold dark matter and, therefore,

are capable of interactions that make the direct detection of WIMPs possible [8]. The
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best-motivated WIMP candidate, and a particle that satisfies all of the above condi-

tions, is the “neutralino,” the lightest superparticle in supersymmetric extensions to

the Standard Model of Particle Physics [8].

If dark matter is composed of WIMPs, they are expected to be gravitationally

bound inside our galaxy with a local density of (0.39±0.03) GeV/cm3 and speeds rela-

tive to the galactic center on the order of a few hundred kilometres per second [4]. The

WIMP flux on the Earth is expected to be on the order of 105(100 GeV/mχ) cm2/s,

where mχ is the WIMP mass, which should be large enough that a small fraction

will elastically scatter off of nuclei and potentially be measurable [8]. For WIMPs

with masses in the range 10 GeV to 10 TeV, typical average nuclear recoil energies

are of the order of 1-100 keV. The general principle of direct detection experiments

is to somehow measure, and distinguish from background, the tiny energy deposited

by an extremely rare WIMP-nucleus interaction. A number of detector technologies

have been developed to detect such small and rare energy depositions and usually

have a combination of these attributes: very good background discrimination, large

masses, and/or long counting times. These technologies include scintillation detec-

tors (e.g., DAMA/LIBRA [3], ANAIS [13], DM-Ice [14], KIMS [15]), cryogenic de-

tectors (e.g., CDMS [16], SuperCDMS [17], CDMSlite [18], CRESST [19], EDEL-

WEISS [20]), liquid noble gas detectors (e.g., XENON100 [21], ZEPLIN-III [22],

LUX [23], XMASS [24], DarkSide [25], DEAP [26]), low pressure time projection

chambers (e.g., DRIFT [27], MIMAC [28]), detectors based on superheated liquids

(e.g., PICASSO [29], COUPP [30], SIMPLE [31]), and point contact germanium de-

tectors (e.g., CoGeNT [32], TEXONO [33], CDEX [34]). For a detailed overview of

current direct detection experiments, refer to [4].
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Dark matter search results are displayed as contours and exclusion curves on a

WIMP cross-section vs. mass plane. Figure 2.1 shows a selection of the current best

sensitivities for spin-independent interactions.

A convincing claim of dark matter detection has yet to be realized, but several

experiments [16, 32, 36], including DAMA/LIBRA [39, 3] (referred to as DAMA

henceforth), have observed event excesses inconsistent to various degrees with known

backgrounds, in tension with other experiments [32]. The complete DAMA experi-

ment consists of 25 NaI(Tl) detectors totalling 250 kg and operating at room tem-

perature in a low-background environment. The signal read from each crystal is the

scintillation light created by particle interactions, for instance the nuclear recoil from

the elastic scattering of a dark matter particle. The experiment has been designed to

identify dark matter via the annual modulation signature caused by yearly variations

in the speed of the Earth with respect to our dark matter halo [3, 39]. DAMA ob-

serves a statistically-robust modulation consistent with an astrophysical origin and

that they claim is unexplainable as background, though the required modulation frac-

tion appears to be very large [40, 41, 42]. Moreover, under standard astrophysical and

particle assumptions, this claim is incompatible with other direct detection experi-

ments employing different techniques and targets, including many of the experiments

listed above.

A promising type of cryogenic detector technology, pioneered by the ROSEBUD [1]

and CRESST [2] collaborations, are “scintillating calorimeters.” These consist of

a scintillating crystal operated at cryogenic temperatures such that interactions in

the detector medium produce simultaneous light and phonon signals that can be

compared to identify the nature of the particle interaction. See Sec. 2.2.2 for more
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Figure 2.1: WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross-section as a function of WIMP
mass. A selection of the current best 90% C.L. exclusion curves are shown,
including: CRESST II [19] (dashed red), LUX [23] (solid magenta), Super-
CDMS Soudan, Low Threshold [17] (solid blue), CDMSlite [18] (dashed
blue), and XENON100 [21] (dashed dark green). Contours correspond-
ing to detection claims are also shown: DAMA/LIBRA (3σ) [35] (gray),
CDMS II, Si (2σ) [16] (light blue), CRESST II (2σ) [36] (light red), Co-
GeNT (3σ) [32] (light green). Also shown are 95% (blue) and 99% C.L.
(light blue) constraints to the cMSSM model including data from LHC
and XENON100 [37]. The neutrino background projection for direct de-
tection experiments is also displayed (black asterisks), which may be an
obstacle for the next generation of experiments to overcome [38]. Figure
generated using the plotter at http://dmtools.brown.edu.

http://dmtools.brown.edu
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detail. In comparison to the simple scintillation detectors used by DAMA, which

do not provide event-by-event background discrimination, scintillating calorimeters

can give more insight into the nature of the interacting particle. A scintillating

calorimeter capable of background discrimination and based on NaI could shed light

on the controversial DAMA claim by potentially revealing target-specific backgrounds

or interactions (see Ch. 6 for my study of the sensitivity and feasibility of this kind

of detector). This approach would be complementary to the various proposals and

attempts to test DAMA using scintillation-only NaI, for instance DM-Ice, which is

located at the South Pole to study the phase of a possible signal [14], the SABRE

project, located in a background-rejecting veto [43], ANAIS [13] and KIMS [15].

Moreover, irrespective of DAMA, alkali-halide scintillating calorimeters could help

explore new WIMP parameter space [44].

2.1.2 Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

Neutrino oscillation experiments have provided evidence that neutrinos are massive,

but are unable to measure the absolute neutrino mass scale or determine their quan-

tum nature, i.e. whether they are Dirac or Majorana fermions. Majorana fermions

are their own anti-particles, whereas Dirac fermions have separate particles and anti-

particles. If neutrinos are found to be Majorana particles, then the absolute mass

scale can be constrained. The observation of neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ)

would demonstrate the Majorana nature of neutrinos. Beta decay is the transition

of a neutron into a proton via the emission of an electron and an anti-neutrino. An

even-even nucleus (A, Z) whose single beta decay is forbidden will decay into its

(A, Z+2) isobar through double beta decay (2νββ), which involves the simultaneous
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emission of 2 electrons and 2 anti-neutrinos. The 2νββ process has been observed in

several isotopes with half-lives on the order of 1020 y [4]. The 0νββ process involves

the virtual exchange of Majorana neutrinos, meaning no neutrinos are emitted and

the summed kinetic energy of the two electrons and the nuclear recoil is equal to the

Q-value of the 0νββ transition. Neutrinoless double beta decay searches rely on the

measurement of the two emitted electrons. The signal would appear as a peak at

the energy of the Q-value, since the process is energetically dominated by the elec-

trons [45, 46]. The Q-values for these decays typically range from 2-4 MeV [47], which

are much higher than dark matter nuclear recoil energies.

Various types of detector technology are being used in 0νββ experiments, includ-

ing “homogeneous experiments” where the active detector volume also contains the

double beta decaying nucleus. In this case, the sum of the two emitted electrons is

measured. There are also “tracking experiments” where the decaying isotope is in

thin foils surround by detectors capable of identifying and tracking the two electrons

individually. Scintillating calorimeters are a promising form of homogeneous exper-

iment [47], consisting of a scintillating crystal that contains a double-beta-decaying

isotope and produces both scintillation and phonon signals as particles deposit en-

ergy. The LUCIFER experiment is currently testing detectors made from ZnSe and

ZnMoO4 to study the double beta decay of 82Se and 100Mo, respectively [48]. LU-

MINEU is another experiment studying the double beta decay of 100Mo using highly

enriched ZnMoO4 scintillating bolometers [49].

There are currently no verified claims of detection of neutrinoless double beta de-

cay, but lower limits on the half-lives of several isotopes have been measured, including
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76Ge with the GERDA experiment [50], 82Se and 100Mo with the NEMO-3 detec-

tor [51], 130Te with CUORICINO [52] and 136Xe with the EXO-200 experiment [53].

2.1.3 Long-Lived Radioisotopes

Similar to some neutrinoless double beta decay experiments, one can operate a homo-

geneous detector, where the detecting medium is also a source, to study rare decays

of long-lived isotopes. The study of long-lived isotopes helps investigate models of

nuclear structure [54]. The naturally occurring isotope of bismuth, 209Bi, was also

found to have a very rare α-decay with a half-life of (1.9± 0.2)× 1019 y, using cryo-

genic detectors based on BGO (Bi4Ge3O12) that were developed for the ROSEBUD

dark matter experiment [55]. The half-life of the α-decay of 180W was measured to be

(1.8 ± 0.2) × 1018 y by the CRESST-II experiment, using cryogenic detectors based

on CaWO4 [56].

2.2 Scintillation and Inorganic Crystals

2.2.1 The Scintillation Process

Scintillators are commonly used as particle detectors in various fields including med-

ical physics, high energy physics and rare event searches, such as neutrinoless double

beta decay and the direct detection of dark matter. The phenomenon of scintillation

is the conversion of the energy deposited by ionizing radiation in matter into flashes

of light. It is a complex chain of processes that may originate in a material through

various, energy-dependent means as ionizing radiation passes through and deposits

energy into a medium. Scintillation occurs in various organic and inorganic crystalline
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the 4 simplified subprocesses that produce scintillation.
Adapted from [57, 58, 59].

solids, as wells as in fluids, gases and plastics. For an inorganic solid to be a scin-

tillator, it must contain luminescent centres; these can be extrinsic, such as doping

ions, or intrinsic, such as molecular systems or defects of the crystal lattice [57]. Once

excited, these luminescent centres will radiate photons. The process of scintillation

in an inorganic crystal can be simplified into 4 consecutive subprocesses, shown in

Fig. 2.2:

1. Absorption & Multiplication: The absorption of a high-energy particle creates

an electron-hole pair, which multiplies through radiative decay (via secondary

X-rays), non-radiative decay and inelastic scattering.
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2. Thermalization: The electrons thermalize to the bottom of the conduction band

and the holes to the top of the valence band, producing phonons in the process.

3. Localization: The electron-hole pairs can remain free or combine to form ex-

citons via their interactions with different traps in the material, e.g. lattice

defects or impurities.

4. Migration & Emission: The energy carriers (e/h pairs or excitons) must then

migrate to a luminescent centre. The luminescent centres excited by energy

carriers relax by emitting photons or via non-radiative processes.

The light yield LY or the number of photons produced Nγ per deposited energy

of the incoming particle E is given by

LY =
Nγ

E
=

1

βEg
SQ (2.1)

where S is the efficiency of an energy carrier successfully exciting a luminescent centre,

Q is the quantum efficiency of the luminescent centre, and βEg is the mean energy

necessary for the formation of one electron-hole pair with band gap energy Eg. The

constant β typically ranges between 2 and 3 [58].

For most scintillators, the intensity of the emitted scintillation light will rise in-

stantaneously to its maximum at t = 0. For a scintillator with one type of luminescent

centre, the time-dependence of the scintillation intensity (or “kinetics”) I(t) (in pho-

tons/s) follows an exponential decay with a single time constant τ and is given by

I(t) =
Nγ

τ
e−t/τ . (2.2)
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The scintillator LY is therefore

LY =
1

E

∞∫
0

I(t) dt =
Nγ

E
. (2.3)

Many scintillators will, in fact, have more than one time constant. In this case,

the scintillation kinetics follow

I(t) =
∑
i

(Nγ)i
τi

e−t/τi , (2.4)

where (Nγ)i photons are emitted with decay time τi.

The quantum efficiency of luminescent centres Q depends on the scintillator tem-

perature. This phenomenon is known as “thermal quenching” [57]. In the case of

photoluminescence, which is the direct excitation of a luminescent centre, the tem-

perature dependence of the quantum efficiency (number of emitted photons/number

of incident photons) is determined by the change of the probability of non-radiative

decay Pnr with temperature. The probability Pnr is proportional to the Boltzmann

factor exp (−Eq/kBT ), where Eq is the quenching energy. The probability of radia-

tive decay Pr is temperature independent. The quantum efficiency is therefore given

by

Q(T ) =
Pr

Pr + Pnr
=

1

1 + Cexp
(

Eq
kBT

) , (2.5)

where C is a quenching constant [60]. At low temperatures (kBT � Eq), radiative

decay dominates and Q(T ) varies slowly with temperature. Conversely, non-radiative

decay increases with temperature and thermal quenching reduces the intensity and

decay time of the light emitted by the luminescent centre. This is an example of a
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physical phenomenon that results in temperature dependence of a scintillator’s light

output. As I will show in Chs. 4 and 5, the light yield and decay characteristics of

inorganic crystals can change dramatically with temperature.

2.2.2 Scintillating Calorimeters

A scintillating calorimeter is a detector consisting of a scintillating crystal held at

cryogenic temperatures (∼50 mK) in a vacuum as the target medium, read-out by a

light detector and thermal sensors, such that, for a given particle interaction, both

scintillation and phonon signals can be observed simultaneously. This double param-

eter measurement allows for very powerful discrimination against electromagnetic

background (i.e. electron recoils) and select nuclear recoils, which may be caused by

dark matter interactions, for instance. This is made possible by exploiting the differ-

ent energy deposition densities of nuclear recoils and electron recoils, resulting in a

measurable difference in the relative yields of the scintillation and phonon signals.

An ion (or a recoiling nucleus) passing through a crystal lattice dissipates its

energy via a series of collisions with electrons and ions in the lattice, and is eventually

stopped in less than 100 nm [8]. The multiple collisions convert the kinetic energy of

the recoil into phonons and the collective excitation of the crystal. Thermal sensors

can be used to measure the increase in temperature of the crystal. Collisions with

electrons also produces ionization in the crystal, which mostly recombines and is

converted back into phonon excitations, unless an electric field is used to prevent

this recombination. In scintillating crystals, a fraction of the ionization energy is

converted to photons emitted by de-excited electrons.

There are two types of phonon sensors: thermal and athermal. Thermal sensors
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wait for the complete thermalization of the phonons in the detector and the sensor

itself, and as a result, typically have slow response times (e.g. neutron transmutation

doped germanium sensors, or NTDs). Athermal sensors, such as a transition edge

sensor (TES) coupled to a large-area superconducting film, have improved phonon

collection efficiency, which allows the collection of phonons before their complete

thermalization. This provides a time-resolved measurement of the phonon signal that

can provide information about where in the detector the event occurred (i.e. in the

bulk as opposed to near the surface) [8].

The measurement of the scintillation light emitted by the crystal is performed

by another cryogenic crystal in close proximity to the first. This device is a thin Si

or Ge wafer, equipped with its own phonon sensor. The scintillation light from the

target crystal is absorbed by the light detecting crystal and converted to a second

phonon signal. This technique was developed by the ROSEBUD [1] and CRESST [2]

collaborations.

Cryogenic properties are not fully known for all inorganic crystals, including some

that may be of interest for future cryogenic detectors. It is therefore important to

study the temperature-dependence of scintillating crystals.
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Chapter 3

General Overview of Experimental Setup

3.1 Optical Cryostat

From the very beginning of my Ph.D. I was heavily involved in the design of a new

optical cryostat, produced by ColdEdge Technologies1, which has been used to cool

and study the scintillation from several samples of inorganic crystals [61, 62, 63]. It

uses a closed-cycle Gifford-McMahon cryorefrigerator to cool a gold-plated copper cold

finger. A stable base temperature of 3.4 K can be achieved at the tip of the cold finger

in 3.5 hours, shown in Fig. 3.1. A crystal sample is mounted to a gold-plated copper

holder that is attached to the tip of the cold finger, in vacuum. The temperature

of the cold tip is measured by a Si diode (Lake Shore DT-470), and is controlled

by a resistive heater installed in the cold finger, thanks to a Cryo-Con Model 24C

Cryogenic Temperature Controller. The temperature can be stabilized within 0.1%

at any temperature between 300 and 3.4 K and maintained for as long a period of

time as necessary. The cryostat consists of a stainless-steel outer vacuum “can” held

at room temperature surrounding a succession of gold-plated copper radiation shields

1ColdEdge Technologies, Allentown PA, www.coldedgetech.com
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Figure 3.1: Temperature at the tip of the cryostat’s cold finger over time. A stable
base temperature of 3.4 K could be achieved after 3.5 h. Measured in
June 2010.

held at (nominally) 45 and 4 K, respectively. The optical chamber of the cryostat has

a compact (3 cm wide) “see-through” geometry providing improved light collection

compared to standard optical cryostats [61]. About 40% of the total solid angle is

covered by 2 sets of 3 fused silica windows, which have good transmission (∼90%)

over a broad spectral range (190-1000 nm), shown in Fig. 3.2. Two photomultiplier

tubes (PMTs) are held outside the cryostat at room temperature and view the two

major faces of the sample through the windows. The total transmission of the optical

cryostat was measured in a dedicated experiment and found to be constant over its full

temperature range (see App. B for more detail). The enhanced light collection allows

full-energy peak measurements of low-energy γ-ray sources such as 57Co (122 keV)

held outside the cryostat.
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Units Value
General
Chemical Formula SiO2

Optical
Index of refraction (at 589.3nm) 1.458
Mechanical
Density g/cm3 2.203

Compressive Strength kg/cm2 1.13 x 104  

Young Modulus kg/cm2 7.45  x 106 

Flexural Strength kg/cm2 680

Tensile Strength kg/cm2 500
Poisson’s Ratio 0.17
Hardness mohs 5.5-6.5
Electrical
Dielectric Strength kv/cm 250-400 @ 20°C

150-200 @ 500°C
Dielectric Constant (0-1Mhz) 0-1Mhz 3.70

Volume Resistivity :/cm 1 x 1018

Thermal
Maximum Temperature (continous) °C 950/1000
Softening Point °C 1600

Coefficient of Expansion (0°-300°C) cm°C 5 9 x 10-7

PROPERTIES OF FUSED SILICA (at approx. 20 °C)

This�is�data�is�representative�based�on�composite�data
from�several�sources�and�is�not�meant�to�be�absolute.

Coefficient of Expansion (0 -300 C) cm C 5.9 x 10
Conductivity cal•cm 0.0033
Specific Heat (0°-100°C) cal/g°C 0.18

TRANSMISSION OF FUSED SILICA

This�is�data�is�representative�based�on�composite�data
from�several�sources�and�is�not�meant�to�be�absolute.

Figure 3.2: Transmission of our fused silica cryostat windows [64].

Additionally, a collimated 241Am source can be mounted to the sample holder

inside the cryostat to provide simultaneous measurement of α particles and γ quanta.

241Am decays with a half-life of 432.2 y to an excited state of 237Np, emitting a

5.5 MeV α; the excited state then relaxes emitting a 59.5 keV γ. The 241Am α source

used in this work was adapted from a common smoke detector where a protective

film covers the radioactive material. Using a silicon detector, we have measured the

reduced mean energy of the α-particles coming from the source to be 4.7 MeV, shown

in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: A Si detector in the Undergraduate Advanced Physics Lab on the 5th
floor of Stirling Hall was used to measure our alpha source, with and
without the collimator, and compare it with the built-in precision source.
The mean alpha energy of our source is roughly 4.7 MeV.

3.2 Data Acquisition

Data acquisition is based on the multiple photon counting coincidence technique

(MPCC), where the trigger for acquisition is produced when both PMTs detect pho-

tons within a given coincidence time window, allowing the measurement of both the

light yield and the decay time constants of a scintillator [65]. We have adapted this

technique to the study of bismuth germanate (BGO) [62] and ZnWO4 [63, 66], which

are described in Ch. 4.
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3.2.1 Photomultiplier Tubes

Two 28 mm diameter PMTs are used to measure individual photons from the sam-

ple. For our different scintillation studies, we commonly use the Hamamatsu R6095P

PMTs, which are a head-on type with a bialkali photocathode (Ø25 mm), a borosil-

icate glass window and low dark current. The PMTs are operated at ∼1200 V and

have a typical gain of 2.1× 106. Figure 3.4 (left) shows the dimensional outline and

basing diagram. Their spectral response, shown in Fig. 3.4 (right), ranges from 300

to 650 nm and has a maximum efficiency at 420 nm, which is well-matched to many

common inorganic scintillators that emit light in the 400-500 nm range. For a pho-

tocathode with diameter d = 25 mm positioned L = 16 mm from the optical centre,

the fraction of the solid angle that it covers is 1/2
(

1− cos
(
arctan

[
d/2
L

]))
= 11%.

Therefore, 22% of the total solid angle is covered by the two PMTs.

3.2.2 Trigger Electronics

The data acquisition chain is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The setup is designed to trigger

on single photons. A series of Nuclear Instrumentation Modules (NIM) are used to

treat the signals coming from the PMTs and produce an electronic trigger that is fed

to a digitizer. First, the raw PMT signals pass through a Phillips Scientific Quad

Linear/Logic Fan-In/Fan-Out (Model 740) that is used to duplicate the signals such

that they may be simultaneously digitized and used for triggering. The module has

unity gain and thus the amplitude of the duplicated output signals is equal to that

of the input signals. The second step in the trigger electronics chain is a Phillips

Scientific Octal Discriminator (Model 705) that provides a voltage threshold to elim-

inate low amplitude signals (e.g. electronic noise) and outputs a square logic pulse
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Figure 3.4: Dimensions of Hamamatsu R6095P PMTs (left) and their typical spectral
response (right), which is matched well to many inorganic scintillators,
such as BGO or ZnWO4. Figures are from Hamamatsu R6095P data
sheet.

of variable width. Finally, the square logic pulses from the discriminator are sent to

a Phillips Scientific Quad Two-Fold Logic Unit (Model 752) that performs the AND

logic function on the 2 incoming signals and outputs another square logic pulse also of

variable length that is then sent to the trigger input on the digitizer. The coincidence

window tcoinc is set by the length of the logic pulses output by the discriminator. As

shown in Fig. 3.6, a trigger pulse of variable length is produced by the logic unit when

the discriminator output pulses of length tcoinc overlap in time.

The coincidence window between two PMTs must be appropriately chosen in order

to complement the timing characteristics of the scintillator and avoid biasing the

measurement of its emitted light. The probability of creating a coincidence condition

with a coincidence window tcoinc and for a scintillator with one decay constant τ is
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Figure 3.5: Top: The data acquisition chain. A 5×5×2 mm3 sample is secured at the
centre of the cryostat optical chamber on a holder that partially obscures
one side of the sample, and is observed by two PMTs. The measurement
of α particles (dotted arrow) and γ quanta (incoming wavy arrows) is
achieved using an internally mounted 241Am source. Optionally, other γ
sources can be mounted to the outside of the cryostat. NIM electronics are
used to produce a trigger for a 1 GHz, 8-bit digitizer using the coincidence
between both PMTs.
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Figure 3.6: The length of the output pulses from the discriminators sets the coinci-
dence window tcoinc and the trigger is produced when both discriminator
pulses overlap in time. The acquisition window for a given channel con-
sists of pre-trigger and post-trigger windows, typically measuring 5% and
95% of the full acquisition window, respectively. Lengths of windows are
not to scale.

given by

Pcoinc = 1− e−N M tcoinc/τ , (3.1)

where N and M are the numbers of detected photons on each PMT. This probability

approaches 1 when the numbers of photons is large and/or the decay constant is

small [66].

However, in general, scintillators may have n decay constants, and thus the coin-

cidence probability can be expressed as

Pcoinc = 1−
(

n∑
i=0

α2
i e
−tcoinc/τi + 2

n∑
i=0

n∑
j 6=i

αiαj
τj

τi + τj
e−tcoinc/τj

)N M

, (3.2)
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where αi are the relative intensities of each decay constant.

3.2.3 Signal Digitization

The signals from the fan-in/fan-out module that are not used for triggering are sent di-

rectly to 2 separate channels on a National Instruments High-Speed Digitizer (Model

PXI-5154). Each channel is digitized at a sampling rate of 1 GHz and with 8-bit

resolution. The acquisition window for a triggered scintillation event is tuned to com-

plement the temperature-dependent scintillation timing characteristics of the sample

under study, but typically ranges from 2 µs to 2 ms. The first fraction of the acqui-

sition window, typically 5%, is recorded before the trigger and is referred to as the

pre-trigger.

Early Version of Digitizing Procedure

A LabVIEW interface is used to control the digitizer and record the signals. An early

version of the LabVIEW DAQ [59] simply recorded each sample of the signal’s trace

for the duration of the acquisition window at a sampling rate of 1 GHz into a series

of binary data files; multiplied over thousands of traces, this method resulted in large

file sizes that quickly became difficult to manage. The benefit of this method was

that every single trace was recorded, which allowed for improvements to the analysis

to be possible after the data was taken. A collection of Java classes developed by our

group were used to read and reduce the raw data files into a text file containing vari-

ous useful histograms, such as the average pulse shape and the number of photons in

each event, which allowed for characterization of the data quality and performance of

cuts and further analyses. The raw data reduction process was very time-consuming,
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70 Chapitre 4 : Méthode Expérimentale pour l’Étude de Scintillateurs

Figure 4.13 – Exemple d’un évènement de scintillation du BGO (Bi4Ge3O12) à
température ambiante et avec une source de 137Cs. L’évènement brut
(bleu) montre les données numérisées par le PXI. Un algorithme est
appliqué afin d’identifier la position en temps et l’amplitude de chaque
photon (rouge).

de temps plus rapides dans le second montage à température ambiante, les
premiers photons arriveront donc en valeur moyenne plus tôt sur ces PMTs
que sur ceux du cryostat. La Figure 4.12 montre les chronogrammes du dé-
clenchement de l’acquisition en mode multicoïncidences.

Quel que soit le mode de coïncidences choisi, l’acquisition est en réalité
toujours déclenchée au moment où le premier photon le plus tardif arrive
(i.e. par le PMT voyant son premier photon en dernier). Afin de ne pas rater
l’enregistrement de photons survenus trop longtemps avant le déclenchement,
il est ainsi nécessaire d’instaurer un pretrigger ou un retard sur l’arrivée des
photons par rapport au moment du déclenchement. Il doit avoir une durée
au moins équivalente à la durée de la fenêtre de coïncidence. Ceci suppose
néanmoins que la coïncidence est effectuée entre les premiers photons, ce qui
est le cas le plus probable pour des décroissances exponentielles.

Figure 3.7: Example of digitized single photons, adapted from [59].

even when performed on the HPCVL computing cluster at Queen’s University. A

great deal of effort went into adapting the analysis code to run on the cluster and

eventually became semi-automated, where the raw data would be uploaded directly

to the HPCVL servers after being recorded and processing scripts would run auto-

matically. Today, our understanding of this analysis is mature, and some of it has

been incorporated into the LabVIEW interface as a sort of “online” analysis, specifi-

cally the data reduction. This has dramatically decreased data processing times. The

updated LabVIEW interface is discussed further on after an interim solution based

on a time-to-digital converter.
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Interim Time-to-Digital Converter

In order to solve the problem of huge data files, long processing times and the dead

time between digitizer triggers, we also worked on developing a data acquisition sys-

tem based on a time-to-digital converter (TDC) that, instead of recording the full

trace of each event, would simply record the arrival times of each photon and save

them to file. The idea was to record all of the arrival times on all PMT channels as

a stream of photons and use software to reconstruct scintillation events and identify

coincidences, allowing us to retrieve much of the same information that was possible

with the PXI-based digitizer without large data files and NIM electronics. In its

standard operation mode, the counter circuitry in the Agilent U1051A TDC module

we purchased resets every 10.48576 ms (meaning that each photon could only have

an arrival time between 0 and 10.48576 ms), limiting acquisition window lengths and

making it impossible to run the TDC in a streaming mode. In working with techni-

cians from Agilent Technologies, we developed a solution that involved a forced-trigger

at a constant, known frequency that allowed us to reconstruct the absolute acquisition

time for each photon. For more detail on the TDC streaming technique, see Sec. 4.2.

Updated Digitizing Procedure

Our recent studies of the alkali halides, discussed in Ch. 5, revealed that our TDC

streaming technique does not work for fast scintillators where photon pile-up can

occur (i.e. single photons arrive too quickly for the PMT to resolve and they “pile”

on top of one another, becoming indistinguishable). This resulted in many single

photons being counted as one photon, biasing timing and light yield information.
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More recently, we have modified the LabVIEW interface to record signals using “zero-

suppression” where a digital threshold is set on each channel and only the samples

that exceed that threshold are recorded. Each collection of samples that rise above

then fall back below the threshold is considered a “pulse”. A scintillation event is a

collection of these pulses where a given pulse could either be a single photon or several

photons overlapping each other if there exists a scintillation time constant that is too

fast for the digitizer to resolve (as is the case for the alkali halides).

For each triggered event, the mean and standard deviation of the baseline noise

is calculated from the pre-trigger, which is typically 5% of the acquisition window.

These quantities are saved. One manually sets the digital thresholds on each channel

as close to the baseline noise as possible. For each pulse in each event, an array of

information is saved that contains:

• the time of the first sample in the pulse,

• the raw integral of the pulse above threshold,

• the number of samples in the pulse,

• a boolean that denotes whether or not the event contains a saturated sample

with respect to the digitizer range,

• and an array of all of the sample amplitudes in analog-to-digital units (ADU).

Offline analysis code corrects for the baseline by subtracting the mean baseline

from each sample amplitude.
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3.3 Data Analysis

The standard MPCC technique determines the light yield and the decay time com-

ponents based on the number of photons in a given event and the known arrival time

of each photon [65].

3.3.1 Cuts

A set of cuts are applied to the data in order to reject spurious events such as pre-

trigger events, where photons from a previous event straggle into the pre-trigger; and

pile-up events, where a second scintillation event occurs in the acquisition window

triggered by a first event.

First Photon Time

The emission of photons during a scintillation event follows a sum of n exponential

decays of the form:
n∑
i=0

Ni

τi
et/τi (3.3)

where Ni is the number of emitted photons via the decay constant τi. The arrival

time of the first photon measured by a PMT tfirst also follows an exponential decay,

where its mean value is given by

〈tfirst〉 =
τ

N
(3.4)
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Figure 3.8: Effects of our various cuts on data from ZnWO4 at 3.4 K excited by
511 keV gamma quanta from 22Na. Only data from the primary PMT is
used. (a) Distribution of the arrival times of the first photon (FPT) where
the peak is near the length of the pre-trigger window. (b) Distribution
of the test statistic W from Eq. 3.7. A cut here is used to perform
the symmetric cut on the distribution of the mean photon arrival time
(MPAT), shown in (c), which removes pile-up. (d) Distribution of the
number of single photons (the spectrum). Cuts FPT + MPAT produce a
clean spectrum (solid blue line). A selection of the events in the photo-
peak in the spectrum (NSP) is the final cut to produce the clean average
pulse (dashed red line) in (e). Insert: a zoom into the first microsecond
of the pulse.
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if only a single scintillation time constant exists. For the case where n time constants

exist, the mean value of the first photon arrival time is given by

〈tfirst〉 =
1∑n
i=0

Ni
τi

(3.5)

which can be large for small numbers of photons or long time constants.

The distribution of the first photon arrival time in each event can be used to reject

events that have photons in the pre-trigger. Figure 3.8(a) shows the distribution of

the first photon arrival times for a sample of ZnWO4 at 3.4 K excited by 511 keV

gamma quanta from 22Na. For good events, the first photon may arrive within a range

of time equal to the length of the coincidence window. However, it is possible that a

stray photon from an earlier event could be recorded in the pre-trigger window (which

is typically 5-10% of the acquisition window), which would then bias the mean arrival

time of all of the photons in that event to longer times. A cut on the distribution

of first photon arrival times can therefore reject these events, as shown in Fig. 3.8(a)

where the green line has this cut applied. The width of the cut is usually chosen to

be similar in length to the coincidence window.

Mean Photon Arrival Time

Once pre-trigger events have been removed from the data, a second cut is used to

remove “pile-up events”, where part or all of a second scintillation event appears in the

acquisition window for a first event, shown in Fig. 3.9. Pile-up events have a longer

mean time than non-pile-up events, so one can reject the events that are outliers from

the distribution of mean times of all events (assuming most of the events do not have

pile-up). For a decay process represented by a single decay time constant τ , the mean
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Figure 4.16 – Exemple d’évènement numérisé pour lequel deux évènements de scin-
tillation sont enregistrés (empilement d’évènements) Une coupure sur
le temps moyen d’arrivée des photons permet de supprimer ces évène-
ments.

dans le cas le plus simple où il n’y a qu’une seule constante τ , le temps moyen
d’arrivée des N photons est :

⟨t⟩ = 1
N

! ∞

0
t
N

τ
e−t/τdt = τ (4.3.1)

Dans un cas plus général ou la scintillation se compose de n composantes le
temps moyen d’arrivée des photons devient :

⟨t⟩ =

! ∞

0
t

n"

i=0

Ni

τi
e−t/τidt

n"

i=0
Ni

=

n"

i=0

! ∞

0
t
Ni

τi
e−t/τidt

n"

i=0
Ni

=

n"

i=0
Niτi

n"

i=0
Ni

(4.3.2)

Il faut également tenir compte du fait que les mesures de chaque évènement
de scintillation se font sur une fenêtre de temps finie de durée tmax donnant

82 Chapitre 4 : Méthode Expérimentale pour l’Étude de Scintillateurs

Figure 4.20 – Exemple d’évènements de scintillation où un photoélectron est dans
la zone de pretrigger (d’une durée de 100 µs) tandis que l’évènement
de scintillation est à la bonne position (haut) et évènement de scin-
tillation commençant pendant le pretrigger (bas). Une coupure sur le
temps d’arrivée du premier photon permet de les éliminer.

des évènements moyens (voir 4.3.3.2).

4.3.2.3 Nombre de photons

Enfin, une coupure optionnelle sur le nombre de photons par évènement
de scintillation peut être effectuée afin de sélectionner uniquement ceux du
photopic pour la mesure des constantes de temps de scintillation (voir sec-
tion 4.3.3.1 et Figure 4.22). Bien qu’en théorie le nombre de photons par
évènement soit décorrélé du temps moyen d’arrivée des photons et donc
des constantes de temps de scintillation, sélectionner uniquement les évè-
nements du photopic permet de s’assurer que des évènements fortuits n’ont
pas échappé aux coupures précédentes.

Pre-trigger 
Window

{Start of 2nd Event

Acquisition
Window

Figure 3.9: Top: example of a pile-up event. Bottom: example of an event with a
photon in the pre-trigger (first 100 µs), adapted from [59]
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of the arrival times of the photons in an event with respect to the first photon can be

calculated as

τ =
1

N − 1

N−1∑
i=1

∆ti (3.6)

where N photons are detected and ∆ti is the arrival time of the ith photon with

respect to the first photon [65]. A test statistic W is calculated that compares the

time constant τ , calculated from Eq. 3.6, and τm, the mean of the distribution of

mean arrival times for each scintillation event [e.g. Fig. 3.8(c)], and is given by

W = 2 ln

[
P (τ ; τ)

P (τ ; τm)

]
= −2

[
ln

(
τ

τm

)
+ 1− τ

τm

]
. (3.7)

This likelihood ratio compares how likely it is for an event to be an outlier of the

mean time distribution because of non-pile-up statistical fluctuations, as opposed to

an outlier due to pile-up. When τ ≈ τm, W simplifies to (∆τ/τm)2, where ∆τ = τm−τ .

As shown in Fig. 3.8(b) for ZnWO4, W for a given event is typically close to zero,

meaning τ ≈ τm for most events. When pile-up occurs, τm can deviate significantly

from τ , resulting in large values of W . Therefore by rejecting events with large W ,

one can eliminate pile-up events. Figure 3.8 shows the effect of cutting on the test

statistic on the spectrum and the average pulse shape for events from ZnWO4 at 3.4 K

excited by 511 keV gamma quanta. Figure 3.8(b) shows the distribution of W before

and after a cut of W > 0.1 is performed. Figure 3.8(c) shows the effect of this cut on

the distribution of mean photon arrival times. The removal of pile-up events results

in a more accurate representation of the average pulse shape, shown in Fig. 3.8(e),

where it can be seen that pile-up produces an excess in events with long decay time,

which erroneously inflates the pulse shape at long times.
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Cut on the Spectrum

The total charge or the total number of single photons in each scintillation event is

proportional to the energy deposited by quanta from the source (neglecting effects of

non-linearity (see Sec. C). A histogram of these quantities is therefore equivalent to

an energy spectrum of the source as measured by the scintillator and PMT (assuming

full collection) and will display peaks that correspond to the energies of the particles

emitted by the source. The above two cuts are used to produce a “clean” spectrum.

A final cut can be performed on the spectrum itself to select only the events in a

particular α or γ line to be used to produce the average pulse shape. An example

is shown in Fig. 3.8(d) for ZnWO4 at 3.4 K, where the peak corresponding 511 keV

gamma quanta from 22Na has been isolated, producing the final pulse shape shown in

(e) with all of the above cuts applied. This pulse shape is then used to measure the

decay time constants for this scintillator at this temperature, described in Sec. 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Light Yield

In this experiment, the light yield of a scintillator is defined as the total number

of detected photons or the total amount of charge measured by a PMT for a given

deposited energy. Our experiment is unable to directly measure the absolute emitted

light yield since it cannot collect every single photon emitted by the scintillator and

we do not know how small differences in position from sample-to-sample affect the

efficiency of light detection. This makes it difficult to compare absolute light yield

values between different samples measured in this cryostat. We can, however, study

the relative light yield at various temperatures for a given sample and compare how

the light yield changes with temperature for different scintillators.
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Fit Parameters:
Ag = 1.217e+02 ± 1.650e+00
µg = 1.297e+02 ± 1.850e−01
σg = 1.396e+01 ± 2.443e−01
Am = 2.276e+01 ± 1.501e+00
µm = 6.641e+01 ± 3.837e+00
σm = 2.280e+01 ± 2.929e+00
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Figure 3.10: Spectrum for BGO at 3.4 K excited by 511 keV gamma quanta from
22Na. Fit with Eq. 3.8.

To measure the light yield of a scintillator, an energy spectrum is produced from

the distribution of total detected charge or number of photons, shown in Fig. 3.10

for BGO excited by 511 keV gamma quanta from a 22Na source. The peak in the

spectrum is produced by events that are created when the emitted gamma quanta are

fully absorbed by the scintillator, and thus corresponds to the energy of the source.

Other features in the spectrum are produced by events that have been scattered only

deposit a fraction of their energy. This histogram is fit using a distribution of the

form

Age
− 1

2

(
x−µg
σg

)2

+ Ame
− 1

2

(
x−µm
σm

+e
−x−µmσm

)
. (3.8)
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The first term is a Gaussian distribution with amplitude Ag, mean µg and standard

deviation σg and fits to the main peak in the spectrum. The second term is a Moyal

distribution. Figure 3.10 shows an example fit with Eq. 3.8. The parameter µg is

taken as a measurement of the light yield.

3.3.3 Decay Times

The average pulse shape is a histogram of the arrival times of all of the photons

in all events for a given sample at a given temperature. It shows the intensity of

detected light over time and can be used to measure the decay time constant(s) of

the scintillator. Figure 3.11 shows the average pulse shape from BGO excited by

511 keV gamma quanta at a temperature of 10 K.

To measure the decay time constants τi, a fit is performed using a function of the

form
n∑
i=1

Aie
−t/τi (3.9)

which is a sum of n exponential functions with amplitude Ai = Ni/τi. The number of

time constants is not always known in advance and is usually found through trial-and-

error informed by Chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests. Figure 3.11 shows an example

of a fit using Eq. 3.9 where 4 time constants are found with values of 12 ns, 1.3 µs,

165.3 µs and 641.1 µs. This method is most reliable with slower scintillators with

time constants greater than ∼100 ns.
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A1 = 2.363e+04 ± 3.026e+03
τ1 = 1.200e−02 ± 1.700e−03 µs
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A4 = 1.605e+02 ± 6.997e+00
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Figure 3.11: Average pulse shape for BGO at 3.4 K excited by 511 keV gamma quanta
from 22Na. Fit using Eq. 3.9 with n = 4.
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Chapter 4

Applications of the Setup

This chapter describes a selection of experiments or studies that I was involved with

that show applications of our optical cryostat setup and scintillation measurement

techniques.

4.1 Enhanced Time Precision for BGO

Bismuth germanate (Bi4Ge3O12 or BGO), first grown in the late 1950s [67], is a com-

monly used room-temperature scintillator because of its high density (7.13 g/cm3),

high atomic number (Z = 83), non-hygroscopicity, relatively good light yield (8200 pho-

tons/MeV for γ-rays [68]) and short decay time (300 ns [68]). BGO has been widely

used as a detector in nuclear medical imaging and gamma ray spectroscopy. It is now

also being considered as a detector for rare-event searches [69]. Its low-temperature

scintillation properties have been studied since the 1970s [70] resulting in a good

understanding of the light emission in BGO.

The study of the temperature dependence of the scintillation properties of BGO

was most commonly performed with α-particle excitation in a standard optical cryo-

stat because of the greater amount of light emitted for typical α sources. Very few
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studies with γ-excitation have been performed. Our optical cryostat was designed

with this in mind, which allowed us to perform a time-resolved scintillation study of

BGO under γ-excitation down to 3 K [62]. In fact, for this study, the results for two

samples of BGO from two different optical cryostats were used: the Queen’s cryo-

stat described in Sec. 3.1 and a second cryostat that was previously developed at the

University of Lyon [61]. The two samples each had the dimensions 20× 10× 5 mm3

and were measured with Hamamatsu R6095P PMTs. A modification to the mul-

tiple photon counting coincidence technique was used to produce a trigger for the

digitizer, wherein a second BGO sample kept outside the cryostat in a light-tight

room-temperature box provided a second level of coincidence with the sample un-

der study in the cryostat. This was made possible by exploiting the back-to-back

511 keV γ-rays produced by a 22Na source held between the two crystals. The room-

temperature BGO was in direct contact with its two PMTs and acted as a time

reference for the data analysis. In the standard MPCC technique, the true start time

of the event is not known; the modification described here solves that issue, allowing

better precision at short times in particular. More information on the setup can be

found in [62].

Three scintillation decay time components were found and studied as a function

of temperature between 300 and 3.4 K. Figure 4.1 summarizes these results for the

Queen’s BGO sample, where the area of the markers indicate the relative light yield

contribution of each component at each temperature. A main component was found

that increases from ∼420 ns at 300 K to ∼135 µs at 3.4 K. The structure of the

temperature dependence of this main decay component follows a three-level model [71]

with a non-radiative term [72, 73]. The luminescence of BGO is assigned to the Bi3+
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time constants provides a timing precision better than 6 ns.
This timing precision could be improved somewhat by the use
of a faster room-temperature crystal (such as BaF2, which has
a fast ultraviolet component of about 600 ps8); however, it is
unlikely that times below ∼1 ns could be reached in this setup
given the typical time sampling of the digitizer.

From the standpoint of analysis, the standard MPCC cuts
are applied to reject spurious events: a cut on the arrival time
of the first photon in each event eliminates pretrigger pulses,
and then a cut comparing the mean arrival time of photons
in a particular event to a reference value from all events
aids in removing pileup events. Our variation on the standard
technique is to obtain the reference value by selecting the most
probable average arrival time as opposed to the mean average
arrival time used in the original MPCC technique, which could
be slightly biased when there is a large number of pileup events.
Another difference is the use of the reference time obtained
with the room-temperature crystal to reconstruct pulse shapes
as described above.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results in terms of the LY and time constants as a function
of temperature are summarized in Fig. 3 and are detailed below.
They evidence a main decay-time constant that accounts for
the majority of photons at each temperature.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Evolution of the scintillation-decay time
of BGO-Q as a function of temperature between 300 K and 3.4 K.
Time constants are reported on the ordinates with vertical error bars.
The LY contribution of each component is represented by the area
of the circles. (b) A main contributor to the LY is identifiable.
(c) A faster component only contributes a small fraction of the
light. Moreover, (a) a long component, attributed to afterglow,
contributes significantly below 20 K (up to ∼50% of the light below
10 K).

A. Decay time

Assuming that a scintillation event follow a series of n
exponential decays with numbers of photons Ni and decay-
time constants τi of the form

dN

dt
=

n!

i=1

Ni

τi

e−t/τi , (2)

it is possible to measure the decay-time constants τi at each
temperature by fitting the time-resolved average-scintillation
event with Eq. (2). This average event is obtained by
summing all of the photons from the scintillation events,
taking into account their timing position with respect to the
reference time. Figure 4 shows the average pulses obtained for

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4. (Color online) Average events of BGO-Q with 22Na
(511 keV for γ particles only) at temperatures of (a) 300 K,
(b) 30 K, and (c) 3.4 K. The insets show magnified views (with
the same units). The pulses are fitted with sums of exponentials
whose numbers of components vary with the temperature. The
decay-time constants obtained are: (a) 54.9 ± 4 ns, 412 ± 12 ns,
1.02 ± 0.25 µs; (b) 13 ± 6 ns, 22.6 ± 0.2 µs, 64 ± 12 µs; and (c)
12 ± 2 ns, 1.22 ± 0.09 µs, 135 ± 5 µs, 332 ± 16 µs.

214306-3

Figure 4.1: Evolution of the three scintillation-decay time components of the Queen’s
BGO sample as a function of temperature [62]. The area of the markers
indicate the relative LY contribution of each component at each temper-
ature.

ion. The emission of Bi3+ at low temperatures originates from the 3P0 metastable

level, while at higher temperature transitions occurs mainly between excited 3P1

and ground 1S0 state. The shortening of the decay time constant τ with increasing

temperature T can be described as the result of thermally activated re-population of
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excited states and their non-radiative de-excitation, given by

1

τ
=
k1 + k2 exp (−D/kBT )

1 + exp (−D/kBT )
+K exp (−∆E/kBT ) , (4.1)

where k1 and k2 are the probabilities of radiative decay from the excited states to

the ground state, D is the energy difference between the excited states, and kB is

the Boltzmann constant [72]. The decay rate K and the energy barrier ∆E are the

characteristic parameters of the non-radiative luminescence quenching process. The

slow “afterglow” component, seen in Fig. 4.1, becomes very significant below 30 K

and has not been previously observed in other studies of BGO. We propose, in [62],

the existence of a higher trapping level that appears at low temperature, which has

non-radiative coupling to the radiative levels that decreases with temperature.

Figure 4.2 shows the evolution of the light yield of both BGO samples under γ-

excitation down to 3 K, normalized to their values at 300 K. Both samples increase in

light yield by at least 5 times. Differences in the results can be attributed to sample-

to-sample differences, including sample purity. Our results differ more significantly

from what has been observed for α-excitation [73], also shown in Fig. 4.2. This

difference could reflect a variation of the α/γ quenching factor for BGO.

Figure 4.3 shows the light yield of the Lyon BGO sample as a function of energy

for several temperatures, normalized to 662 keV. Nonlinearity of 10-15% in the energy

response is evident below 100 keV at 10 and 3 K, confirming results at 77 K from [74].

BGO is a promising scintillator for cryogenic detectors, assuming its radioactive

background can be controlled. Low-background BGO is producible if bismuth from

lead-free mines is used and neutron irradiation of bismuth can be avoided [69].
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Numeric spectrum of 22Na at 511 keV γ

in BGO-L at 3 K. This histogram has been obtained from the number
of photons counted for each individual event. The full energy peak is
clearly visible with a mean value of 141.6 ± 0.2 detected photons (as
fitted by a Gaussian function).

below 50 K, there is an indication of a still faster time constant
of about 10 ns with a negligible contribution to the LY.

B. Light yield

The position of the full-energy peak in number of photons
is proportional to the LY of the crystal at all temperatures.
Figure 6 shows the spectrum of BGO-L at 3 K. The full-energy
peak for 511 keV is clearly visible and amounts to roughly 142
detected photons.

Because of the finite acquisition-time window, the total
number of photons is underestimated, given the exponential
distribution of the photons. The knowledge of the decay-time
constants of each component and their relative amplitudes
(Ni/τi) can be used to apply a correction factor to the LY,
defined as

LYcorr = LYexpt

!n
i=1 Ni!n

i=1 Ni(1 − e−twin/τi )
, (4)

where twin is the duration of the acquisition window. However,
the effect of this correction factor is rather small on our data
sets; thanks to the long acquisition times used, it is less than
10% for BGO-L and less than 1% for BGO-Q.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the corrected LY with
temperatures between 300 K and 3 K, normalized to 300 K,
for the two measured crystals. The LY increases by a factor of
5.5 for one crystal and 5 for the other. The increase of the LY
is higher than what has been measured under α particles for
which the LY increases only by a factor of about 3.5 for the
same temperature range.17 In all cases, the LY becomes more

 et al

FIG. 7. (Color online) Evolution of the light yield in BGO with
the temperature between 300 K and 3 K. The light yield increases
by a factor of about 5.5 and 5 for the two crystals tested under γ

particles in this work, noticeably more than the factor of 3.5 observed
for another sample under α particles elsewhere.17 The LY has been
normalized to its room-temperature value.

stable below about 10 K possibly because of a reduction in the
thermal quenching.

The difference in the LY evolution between the α and
γ measurements is marginally compatible with the standard
error of 30% quoted for the MPCC technique.3 However,
the difference could also reflect differences in the samples.
Alternatively, this lower increase for α excitation can be
interpreted as a variation of the quenching factor between
α excitations and γ excitations, which for the same energy
deposit is the ratio of the LY for each particle. Lastly, in this
experiment the material regions involved are different for the
two types of particles. The γ particles of 511 keV have a mean
free path of roughly 1 cm in BGO and therefore interact in
the bulk of the crystal whereas α particles interact only in
the first few microns. The light output from α particles may
be surface-quality-dependent. We speculate that the surface
of the crystal contains various temperature-dependent natural
traps that may affect the response to α particles but that are
not present in the bulk.

The α/γ -quenching factor Qα/γ has already been measured
in the temperature range 253–353 K with a value of ∼0.20
(Ref. 25) and with a bolometrical measurement at 20 mK
with a value of ∼0.17.26 Assuming that the room-temperature-
quenching factor is 0.2, an increase of the LY at 3 K by a
factor of 5.5 for one crystal and 5 for the second one under γ
particles and a factor of 3.5 under α particles, we find that its
value at 3 K is Qα/γ ≃ 3.5 × 0.2/5.5 ≃ 0.13 for BGO-L and
Qα/γ ≃ 3.5 × 0.2/5 ≃ 0.14 for BGO-Q. Thus, these values
are lower than those previously measured; again, this could

214306-5

Figure 4.2: Evolution of the light yield of both BGO samples (Q: Queen’s, L: Lyon)
as a function of temperature, normalized to the 300 K value [62]. Also
shown are results from α-excitation studies performed in [73].

4.2 Time-to-Digital Converter Studies

4.2.1 Setup

The voluminous data produced by the digitizer in the standard MPCC technique can

be difficult to manage, especially when using very long acquisition windows to study

slow scintillators (e.g. 10000 events digitized on two channels with a sampling period
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Nonlinearity of the LY of BGO-L for
different temperatures. The LY is defined here as the ratio of the
number of detected photons over the deposited energy. The data are
normalized to 662 keV. Data at 10 K and 3 K show good agreement
with the nonlinearity observed elsewhere at room temperature and
77 K (Ref. 28) though the 30-K data appear relatively linear.

also be an effect of the intrinsic quality of the different crystals
measured.

By combining the independent results coming from the
spectra (the LY) and the average events (the number of
components and their relative contributions), one can study
the quantity of light provided by each component and their
evolution with temperature. Figure 3 shows that the most
important part of the light comes from the main component.
However, at 30 K and below, the quantity of light from this
component starts to drop while the light coming from afterglow
increases greatly to reach about 50% of the light at 3 K. This
could be explained by the trapping level proposed previously
in this work, appearing at about 30 K and leading to a transfer
of excitations from the main component to the afterglow. This
trapping level could moreover correspond to the thermolumi-
nescent peak measured previously around 30 K (Ref. 15) but
not seen in another study.27 One can see also that the light
coming from the fast component is negligible except around
room temperature where it represents about 20% of the light.

C. Nonlinearity of the LY as a function of energy

Nonlinearity is known to occur in inorganic scintillators
at low energies.29 This phenomenon is not completely un-
derstood and has led to many measurements and theories in
attempts to explain it.28–34 Recent studies29,32 indicate that the
lower-energy shape of the LY nonlinearity can be described
by the Birks equation and exciton annihilation. Indeed, this
annihilation rate is proportional to the ionization density,
which decreases as the deposited energy increases.

Nonlinearity has been measured in BGO at room temper-
ature and liquid-nitrogen temperature with similar behavior
in both cases.28 We have investigated the LY as a function of
energy at lower temperatures. Figure 8 shows the LY relative to
that at 662 keV as a function of energy for BGO at 30 K, 10 K,
and 3 K. With the exception of 30 K, we find results consistent
with what has been measured at higher temperatures, thus
confirming the temperature independence of the nonlinearity.
However, we were unable to perform measurements at lower
energies or higher temperatures because of the insufficient
amount of light collected. Another study of BGO at 20 mK,35

performed with bolometrical measurements, is compatible
with a LY that is linear and, in fact, constant as a function of
energy. However, the error bars on that measurement (∼40%)
are in fact compatible with the nonlinearity we observe here
(∼15%).

IV. CONCLUSION

This study describes the scintillation properties of BGO un-
der γ rays down to a temperature of 3 K. Our enhanced MPCC
setup enables us to measure the evolution of the light yield and
the kinetics from a few tens of nanoseconds to milliseconds as a
function of temperature, using tagged 511-keV γ particles. We
find that the LY increases by roughly a factor of 5, noticeably
more under γ excitation than under α excitation reported
elsewhere, but we cannot conclude if it is an intrinsic effect in
BGO or a fluctuation between samples. From the standpoint of
kinetics, we confirm that the main contributor to the LY follows
a three-level model, previously used to describe response
to α particles and fluorescence measurements. However, we
report that below 30 K a previously unobserved but significant
afterglow component arises, contributing up to half of the
light below 10 K. This will require extensions to the standard
three-level model of kinetics, perhaps including a higher
trapping level with weak nonradiative coupling to the three-
level model. Finally, we provide experimental confirmation
for nonlinearity of the LY as a function of energy at 4 K. This
effect has yet to be confirmed by bolometric measurements
of improved precision down to temperatures of tens of
millikelvins.

BGO shows promise as a cryogenic scintillation-phonon
detector for rare-event searches provided its radioactive
background can be controlled. Despite the appearance of
afterglow and the notable increase of the other decay-time
constants at low temperatures, all the decay-time constants
remain smaller than the typical millisecond time scales of the
phonon signals and are compatible with the expected rates of
the background (∼Hz) and signal (!µHz for a dark-matter
signal).
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Figure 4.3: Nonlinearity of the LY of the Lyon BGO for several temperatures, nor-
malized to 662 keV [62]. Also shown are results at 77 K from [74]

of 1 ns for a duration of 1 ms at a resolution of 8 bits produces about 20 GB of

data). The information provided by the standard technique is similar to what can

be achieved using a single-start-multiple-stop time-to-digital converter (TDC), which

only records photon arrival times. This motivated our study to configure a TDC to

record several-minute-long “streams” of data, simplifying the MPCC technique [66].

We configured a TDC to run in a continuous, streaming mode, since most TDCs

do not possess pre-trigger memory, which risks the loss of early photon information.
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The Compact PCI Agilent U1051A (TC890) TDC that we had access to is unable

to run in a streaming mode off-the-shelf. Following a “start” signal on a dedicated

channel, “stop” signals are recorded on up-to-six channels for a maximum duration

of 10.48576 ms, after which the module’s counting circuitry resets. The device does,

however, possess 2 separate memory banks that can operate alternately when trig-

gered by a repetitive start signal with a duration less than 10.48576 ms, allowing for

continuous acquisition of stop signals. In order to achieve this, we used a National

Instruments PXI-5422 function generator to trigger the TDC at a constant frequency

of 110 Hz with a square waveform. The TDC records stop signals relative to the

nearest start signal, so knowing the start times precisely allows for concatenation of

the signals into a continuous stream. The stability of the function generator was not

perfectly reliable over long acquisition times, so its signal was split into two, where

one was sent directly to a free channel on the TDC to be recorded as stops, and the

second was delayed by 61 ns using a long cable and sent to the start channel on the

TDC to be the trigger. The LabVIEW interface on the DAQ computer records the

data into multiple files, each corresponding to about 5 minutes of acquisition time.

Software written in Java then reconstructs the continuous stream of photons from

the data files. Once this is complete, a second routine identifies photon coincidences

and outputs the data into our usual MPCC format, allowing us to use our standard

MPCC analysis routines.

A comparison between this TDC technique and the analog-to-digital converter

(ADC) technique was performed using data from a sample of ZnWO4 provided by

the CRESST collaboration. The sample, measuring 20 × 10 × 5 mm3, was cooled

to 3.4 K and excited by the alphas and gammas from our 241Am source, described
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in Sec. 3.1. Figure 4.4 shows the average pulse shape of ZnWO4 measured by both

devices, after similar analyses and data cuts are performed. The two techniques give

similar results except at short times (< 10 ns) where the pulse shape from the TDC

appears to be underestimated. This is a consequence of the nominal re-triggering time

of the U1051A TDC being 15 ns, meaning photons arriving < 15 ns apart cannot be

resolved. The ADC and the analysis procedure described in Sec 3.2.3 is able to resolve

individual photons separated by 5 ns.

The digitizer-based technique requires that the coincidence window, tcoinc, and

the acquisition window, tacq, be set before data recording begins. This can sometimes

be problematic since the decay time characteristics of a scintillator are not always

known beforehand. The TDC-based technique does not require this and instead uses

a software algorithm to search for coincidences between photons on both channels

and identifies the photon arrival times for a given acquisition window. Both tcoinc

and tacq can be adjusted after the data have been taken, allowing us to study their

effects on the results of the analyses.

4.2.2 Effect of Acquisition Window

This section is an overview of the influence of the acquisition window on simulated

and real TDC data, in particular, its effects on the number of photons, the mean

photon arrival time and the decay times. For instance, the mean photon arrival time

is a quantity that is used to reject events suffering from pile-up, but can itself be

biased by pile-up if the acquisition window is chosen poorly. For more detail, as well

as a discussion on the effect of the coincidence window on TDC data, refer to Ref. [66].

We studied the effect of the acquisition window on simulated streams of data where
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of pulse shapes obtained with the MPCC method using either
the TDC or a digitizer (ADC). Pulse shapes have been normalized so that
the main decay components overlap. The shapes are identical except for
the shortest times (inset), since the single photon resolution of the TDC
is greater than that of the ADC. Note the logarithmic binning.

1000 events are drawn randomly from a uniform distribution of arrival times ranging

from 0 to the duration of the simulation, which is the average time between events,

∆t, multiplied by the total number of events. The expected number of photons from

each event is fixed for each channel and Poisson fluctuations are ignored, producing

a monochromatic spectrum. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the results from simulations
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with a single time constant τ = 165 µs and 144 photons per event per channel. The

quantities that are studied are

a) the reconstructed effective time constant τeff (which is the mode of the mean

photon arrival time distribution described in Sec. 3.3.1),

b) the total number of photons (the sum of the number of photons on each channel),

and

c) the decay time (which comes from an exponential fit to the average pulse shape).

Quantities a) and b) are compared to models given by Eqs. 2 and 3 in Ref. [66].

Figure 4.5 is for a “no pile-up” case, where the average time between events is

much longer than the decay time (∆t = 2× 1011 µs). The reconstructed τeff and the

total number of photons as functions of the acquisition window behave as expected

(i.e. according to Eqs. 2 and 3 in Ref. [66]). Artifacts in the total number of

photons can be seen in Fig. 4.5b1. These occur when the acquisition window is too

short compared to the time constant and a single event may be recorded as several, as

multiple coincidences are found throughout its duration. The decay time also behaves

well until the acquisition window shortens to become comparable in length, at which

point it diverges away from the expected value of 165 µs to increasingly lower times.

Figure 4.6 is for a “bad pile-up” case, where the average time between events is

comparable to the decay time (∆t = 2× 104 µs). In this case, the reconstructed τeff

diverges away from the expected behaviour at very long acquisition windows. Pile-up

produces a secondary distribution of τeff that suddenly becomes most significant at

an acquisition window of 100 ms, causing the sudden jump in Fig. 4.6a. Another type

of artifact is visible in the total number of photons distribution shown in Fig. 4.6b3.
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When the acquisition window is too long compared to the decay time of the events,

multiple events may be recorded during a given coincidence, creating a series of peaks

at integer values of the expected total number of photons. The decay time behaves

similarly to the “no pile-up” case, except at long acquisition windows where pile-up

leads to the cuts rejecting too many events for a proper fit to the pulse shape.

A similar analysis was performed with 241Am data from ZnWO4 at 295 K and

3.4 K, shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. The analyses were done with a coincidence window

of 900 µs. The time constants of ZnWO4 were not known before the analyses were

performed, but the main component was found to increase from ∼10 µs at 295 K to

∼200 µs at 3.4 K. At both temperatures, the reconstructed τeff behaves as expected

until long acquisition windows, where pile-up becomes significant and produces a

secondary peak in the τeff distribution, as shown in Fig. 4.7a3. The total number of

photons also behaves as expected as a function of acquisition window until long times

where pile-up causes overestimation of the position of the α peak. The average pulse

shapes were fit with 2 exponentials and a constant at 295 K, and 3 exponentials and a

constant at 3.4 K. The main time constant was reconstructed with little dependence

on the acquisition window, except at 3.4 K and short times (Fig. 4.8c).

This study of the effect of the acquisition window revealed the benefit of being

able to adjust the acquisition window after data has been taken, especially in the case

where the decay time characteristics of a scintillator change with temperature and

are not known beforehand. One can also use this technique to learn if features in the

spectrum are true photo-peaks (i.e. the 60 keV peak from 241Am) or merely artifacts

produced by a mis-match of the acquisition window and the decay time.
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4.3 Application of the TDC Technique to ZnWO4

As the first major test of the TDC setup, a 5×5×2 mm3 sample of ZnWO4 was studied

down to 3.4 K. ZnWO4 is an interesting crystal for rare event searches because of its

favourable low temperature scintillation properties and low intrinsic radioactivity. We

performed the first measurements of the LY and decay times down to 3.4 K for both

α- and γ-excitations. Figure 4.9 shows some example spectra for various combinations

of α and γ sources, with the full-energy peaks labeled accordingly. The 60 keV γ peak

from 241Am is clearly visible.

Figure 4.10 shows the temperature dependence of the kinetics in ZnWO4. Three

time constants were found at each temperature, shown in Fig. 4.10, Top, though

a main component is responsible for the majority of the light (the marker area is

proportional to the relative light yield of each component). Figure 4.10, Bottom is a

comparison of the main component between α-particles and two different γ-sources,

showing nice agreement with a fit to Eq. 4.1.

Some early details on the ZnWO4 results were published in [63]. A more com-

prehensive manuscript is currently in preparation, where the primary novelty of the

results will be the temperature dependence of the α/γ quenching factor.

4.4 Other Samples

The optical cryostat has been used to study several other scintillating samples in

collaboration with researchers from outside our immediate group. Multiple samples

of CaWO4 were studied down to 3.4 K in collaboration with members of CRESST.

The LY, time constants and α/γ quenching factor were measured as a function of

temperature for a sample grown by CRESST and compared to other samples. These
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results will appear in a future publication [75].

We have also collaborated on multiple occasions with colleagues from the DEAP

collaboration. Measurements of the low-temperature scintillation of tetraphenyl-

butadiene (TPB) (a wavelength shifter) deposited onto acrylic were performed to see if

α-particle events in TPB could be confused for real scintillation events. A manuscript

detailing these results is in preparation. We have also performed measurements of

samples of Vikuiti Enhanced Specular Reflector, and are currently preparing to study

the low-temperature scintillation of pyrene.

We are finding many applications for this unique setup thanks to its versatility

and ability to perform high-quality measurements.
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Figure 4.5: Results from 1000 simulated events drawn over 2× 1014µs with 144 pho-
tons per event per channel and a single time constant of 165 µs. Top: re-
constructed effective time constant behaves as expected from simulation
inputs. Middle: total number of photons behaves as expected. Bottom:
time constant determined from fit of average pulse deviates from expec-
tation for short windows. Red is before cuts, blue is after. Error bars are
1σ, but are often smaller than markers.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation with same parameters as Fig. 4.5, but average time between
events reduced to 2 × 104µs to simulate pile-up. Top: reconstructed
effective time constant deviates from expectation for long window; cuts
are negligible. Middle: extra artifacts appear in distribution of number of
photons for long windows. Bottom: average pulse shape has flat tale in
c2 before cuts; c3 shows that cuts will obliterate all events when pile-up
is extreme. Red: before cuts. Blue: after cuts.
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Figure 4.7: Same analysis as Fig. 4.5, but performed on data from ZnWO4 crystal
at 295 K exposed to 241Am source. Pile-up appears above 20 ms. Top:
distribution of τeff is distorted as Tacq increases. Middle: alpha peak is
visible despite artifacts at short and long windows. Bottom: fits to pulse
shapes with 2 exponentials and a constant; only component with most
photons is shown.
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Figure 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.7, but at 3.4 K, which lengthens time constants and in-
creases light yield. Pile-up starts sooner at higher temperature. Bottom:
pulse shape fits use 3 exponentials and a constant; only component with
most photons is shown. Cuts are less effective at removing pile-up at large
windows.
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Figure 4.9: ZnWO4 spectra at 3.4 K for various combinations of α and γ sources.
The sample had volume 5× 5× 2 mm3. Photon energies down to 60 keV
are resolved. Figure provided by M.-A. Verdier.
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Figure 4.10: Temperature dependence of the kinetics in ZnWO4. Top: three time
constants are found at each temperature, though a main component is
responsible for the majority of the light (marker area is proportional to
the relative light yield). Bottom: comparison of the main component be-
tween α-particles and two different γ-sources, along with a fit to Eq. 4.1.
Figure provided by M.-A. Verdier.
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Chapter 5

Alkali Halide Scintillation Studies

For many intrinsic scintillators, the light yield (the amount of light emitted by the

scintillator for a given deposited energy) tends to increase as the temperature of the

scintillator decreases. Recent work has gone into studying the light yield of NaI and

NaI(Tl) under alphas down to 1 K [76], and studying the optical properties of NaI

in the 1 K range [77]. Motivated by our study of a proposed detector to test the

DAMA dark matter detection claim, which is detailed in Ch. 6, the time-resolved

measurements of the temperature response of the scintillation light yield from NaI,

CsI and NaI(Tl) between 300–3.4 K under both α- and γ-excitations, and possible

systematics, are discussed in this chapter. Measurements of the temperature response

of the scintillation time constants for NaI are briefly discussed in App. D.

5.1 Modifications to the Setup

In order to facilitate the study of the hygroscopic alkali halide crystals, a glove box was

installed around the cryostat that was constantly flushed with compressed “extra dry”

air (< 10 ppm H2O) and contained several bags of desiccant to provide an environment

with a low relative humidity. The glovebox frame was constructed of lightweight
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aluminum in the shape of a rectangular prism with dimensions 73 × 73 × 55 cm3,

shown in Fig. 5.1. The bottom of the frame was bolted directly to a sturdy table

with a layer of weather stripping to provide a reasonably air-tight seal and the floor of

the box was an aluminum sheet. The walls of the box were removable acrylic panels,

rendering all sides of the glovebox transparent once closed. Two of the walls had

Swagelok tube fittings installed in them to allow the dry air to be pumped into and

through the glovebox. The roof of the glovebox was a permanently fixed acrylic panel

with a circular opening large enough for the cryostat to pass through. The cryostat

had a flange at its midpoint that was bolted to the frame of the glovebox roof, which

provided access to the removable cans of the cryostat from within the glovebox. A

pair of neoprene gloves were installed in three of the walls, which allowed up to three

people to work in the enclosure simultaneously.

5.2 Sample Preparation

The alkali halide crystal samples studied in this work were purchased from Fibercryst1

and have square cuboid geometries with dimensions 5×5×2 mm3. The NaI (nominally

pure) and NaI(Tl) (doped to between 800 and 1100 ppm by weight) samples required

surface polishing to remove a thin layer of white, opaque precipitate (the CsI sample

was already transparent and had smooth surfaces). A surface polishing technique was

adapted from [78] and performed in a dry air environment. The manual polishing

procedure involved abrading the surfaces of the crystal with 600-grit sanding paper

in one direction, followed by another round of sanding with 800-grit paper in another

direction perpendicular to the first, to remove the surface material. The crystal

1Fibercryst, Décines, France, www.fibercryst.com
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Figure 5.1: Top: picture of the glovebox with the optical cryostat inserted into the
top. Bottom: a polished sample of NaI adhered to the sample holder.
The sample appears to be very clear since the sample holder and silver
paint on the back of the sample can be seen quite clearly.
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surfaces were then polished using a mixture of lapping oil and 0.3 micron alumina

powder on a Buehler MicroCloth. These two steps were repeated to achieve the best

possible surface and optical qualities as judged by a close visual inspection. Finally,

the crystal is washed in benzene to avoid dissolving the hygroscopic samples. The

focus of this work was on the scintillation properties of the samples so we were not

concerned with the low intrinsic radioactivity that is required for a dark-matter search.

Once polished, the samples were adhered to a custom-made sample holder using

silver paint instead of being mechanically held in place since the alkali halides are

slightly brittle. We determined the optimal amount of adhesive to use to avoid crack-

ing the crystal through trial and error, as there is differential contraction between the

sample and holder during thermal cycling. The sample and holder were then moved

into the glovebox and installed onto the cold finger of the cryostat.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the crystal sample was at an angle of 30◦ with respect to

the 241Am source so that the emitted α-particles are incident with one of the smooth,

large faces of the sample. These large faces are well-exposed to the PMTs, though

one of the PMTs is partially obscured by the sample holder. The PMT that is in

view of the unobstructed face of the sample is used as the primary PMT for data

acquisition, while the other is used to assist triggering.

5.3 Modifications to Data Acquisition

5.3.1 The “Remixer” Setup

The scintillation pulses from undoped NaI and CsI have been characterized to have

at least one very prominent fast decay time (∼10-100 ns) [79, 80, 81, 82] and less

significant slow decay times (>1 µs) [83, 82]. At the start of each scintillation event
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Figure 5.2: A schematic of the setup for alkali halide scintillation studies. Similar
to setup in Fig. 3.5, except the same PMT is measured on two differ-
ent channels with different vertical ranges. Data from both channels are
combined offline to produce a high resolution reconstructed pulse.

(where the fast component dominates) many photons arrive at the PMTs faster than

can be resolved individually; as a result, the PMTs output a high amplitude spike

10’s of µs wide. By contrast, the slow component is slow enough that single photons

can be resolved easily by the PMTs. We therefore cannot use the technique we have

developed based on a streaming time-to-digital converter to measure these pulses since

it depends on being able to count individual photons [66]. Also, the 8-bit digitizer

does not have enough vertical resolution to resolve both the large and small pulses

simultaneously.

In order to measure the full pulse (fast + slow components) with our digitizer,

two copies of the signal from the primary PMT (facing the unobstructed side of the
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Figure 5.3: Demonstration of “remixer” system. Two channels with different ranges
are used to record the same pulse from a sample of NaI, and later com-
bined through software. Saturation in the low-range channel is fixed using
properly scaled values from the high-range channel, and pulses below pre-
cision in the high-range are still caught in the low-range channel. Figure
provided by M. Clark.

sample) are obtained from the Fan-Out module, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The signals

are then sent to separate channels on the digitizer, where one channel is set to the

maximum vertical range (5 V) so that the full amplitude of the initial fast spike

can be measured without saturation, and the other channel is set to a low vertical

range (0.5 V) in order to resolve the slow, individual photoelectrons that follow.

An example pulse is shown in Fig. 5.3. The relative scaling factor between the two

channels was found by recording sinusoidal signals from a function generator while

in this configuration. Plotting the signals from each channel against each other and

fitting a line to the resulting curve provides the scaling factor from the slope of the
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line, along with an offset. Data from both digitizer channels are recorded and then

combined offline to reconstruct the full pulse by replacing all of the saturated samples

on the low range channel with their corresponding unsaturated samples on the high

range channel after applying the scaling factor and offset. This results in a single

channel of data with complete, unsaturated, reconstructed pulses. The equivalent

vertical resolution of the reconstructed pulses is ∼11 bits (∼3 bits are added in the

range of the small channel). The reconstructed data are saved in an ASCII file as

arrays of time and amplitude for each digitizer sample above the LabVIEW threshold

in each triggered scintillation event.

5.4 Modifications to Data Analysis

In the case of the undoped crystals, at temperatures for which the light yield en-

ables sufficient resolution, an asymmetry in the alpha line becomes evident, shown in

Fig. 5.4. We have not been able to interpret this definitively, though we have verified

with a Si detector that it does not come from the source (see Fig. 3.3). Though we

have tried to ensure that the collimated alphas only impinge on the main, polished,

surface of each sample as opposed to the rough edges, we speculate some form of po-

sition sensitivity of the response may be in play. The alpha line is therefore modelled

by two gaussians with fixed ratios of amplitudes, means, and widths. The ratios were

fixed based on a free fit at the temperature with the best light yield.

5.4.1 Calculating LY(T)

The light yield is defined for a given type of particle as the number of photons emitted

for a given energy deposit. It is deduced from µγ(T) and µα(T), the positions of the α
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Charge (arb.)

Figure 5.4: Spectrum of CsI at 77 K under excitation by 241Am, showing an asym-
metry in the full energy peak from 4.7 MeV α-particles. The spectrum is
fit to a model of 2 gaussians with fixed ratios of amplitudes, means and
widths. The LY quantity is determined by a weighted average of the 2
gaussian means. The resolution is found to be ∼12% FWHM.

and γ lines in the charge spectra (Fig. 5.5). From these the temperature response of

the light yield is estimated using the known light yield for these scintillators at room

temperature, LYref
γ (300K). These values are in fact given at 662 keV, for NaI [80]

and CsI [84], and 835 keV for NaI(Tl) [85]. These values are adjusted to an energy of

60 keV, LYadj
γ (60keV, 300K), using a model adapted from [86] for the nonlinearity of

each scintillator (assuming this model does not depend on temperature). See App. C
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Figure 5.5: Spectra of NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl) at 300 K (left) and 3.4 K (right) under
excitation by 241Am and 57Co sources, showing the full energy peak from
4.7 MeV α-particles. Insets: a zoom into the 60 keV and 122 keV γ lines at
low charge values (red dashed line: 241Am + 57Co, blue solid line: 241Am
only). Also included are the fits to the spectra (grey dash-dotted lines).
For temperatures at which the light yield provides sufficient resolution, we
attribute the structure beneath the 60 keV line to other gammas from the
source. Lastly, at room-temperature, cuts are harsher on gammas than
on alphas, whereas at low-temperature they have a comparable effect on
gammas and alphas. This explains the difference in relative alpha-to-
gamma intensities at room- and low-temperature.
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for more detail. Values of the light yield before and after the nonlinearity correction

are given in Tab. 5.1; the greatest correction is ∼10% for NaI(Tl). The estimated

light yield due to particle i (γ or α) depositing energy Ei is thus given by:

LYi(T) =
µi(Ei,T)

µγ(60keV, 300K)

60keV

Ei
LYadj

γ (60keV, 300K). (5.1)

The contribution from the fit errors to the uncertainty in LYi(T) is therefore

σLY(T) =

√(
∂LYi

∂µi

)2

σ2
µi

+

(
∂LYi

∂µγ

)2

σ2
µγ

=

√(
1

µγ

60keV

Ei
LYadj

γ

)2

σ2
µi

+

(−µi
µ2
γ

60keV

Ei
LYadj

γ

)2

σ2
µγ

=
60keV

Ei
LYadj

γ

√
1

µ2
γ

σ2
µi

+
µ2
i

µ4
γ

σ2
µγ , (5.2)

where σµi and σµγ are the associated uncertainties of µi(Ei,T) and µγ(60keV, 300K),

respectively.

5.4.2 Calculating Qα/γ

As our setup allows the measurement of the lines from α particles and γ quanta

emitted by 241Am, we can determine the α/γ quenching factor, Qα/γ, defined by the

ratio of LY for alphas over the LY for gammas:

Qα/γ =
LYα

LYγ

=
µα/Eα
µγ/Eγ

, (5.3)
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which is often defined for when Eα = Eγ = E, i.e.,

Qα/γ(E) =
LYα(E)

LYγ(E)
=
µα(E)

E

E

µγ(E)

=
µα(E)

E

E

µγ(E)

µγ(E
′)

E ′
E ′

µγ(E ′)

=

[
µγ(E

′)

E ′
E

µγ(E)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Nonlinearity

[
µα(E)

E

E ′

µγ(E ′)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Eq. 5.3, E 6=E′

(5.4)

where the first term in brackets accounts for nonlinearity in the scintillator response

to different energies (described in App. C) and the second term is equivalent to Eq. 5.3

for E 6= E ′, which is the quantity we determine experimentally from 60 keV gammas

and 4.7 MeV alphas. The α/γ quenching factor quantifies the relative difference

in light produced by both types of interactions for an equivalent energy deposit.

Alpha particles transfer energy less efficiently to the electronic system in the crystal

lattice and generally produce less light than gammas for a given deposited energy [58].

Therefore typical values of Qα/γ for most scintillators are less than 1. In practice, the

estimation of Q involves gammas of 60 keV and alphas of 4.7 MeV rather than of the

same energy. Based on a model of scintillation nonlinearity, Eq. C.1, it is expected

that the light yield for 4.7 MeV gammas is within 5% of that for 60 keV gammas in

the case of undoped CsI and NaI. For NaI(Tl), the 4.7 MeV gamma light yield might

be 15% lower than for 60 keV gammas, meaning that the quenching factor may be

underestimated by up to 15%. The uncertainty, σQ, is found using the common error

propagation formula (partial derivatives summed in quadrature) with Eq. 5.3, and is

given by

σQ =

√(
Eγ
Eαµγ

)2

σ2
µα +

(
Eγµα
Eαµ2

γ

)2

σ2
µγ , (5.5)
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where σµi are the standard deviations on the fits to the full energy peaks. It should be

noted that all of the measurements of Qα/γ are for alphas that interact with the crystal

surface and gammas that interact with the bulk, which might cause a difference in

the scintillation response.

5.5 Examples of Temperature Response of Light Yield and Qα/γ

The temperature response curves for the light yield of NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl) under

α- and γ-excitation have been measured for several stabilized temperatures while

cooling from 300 K to 3.4 K. Ideally, these results would take into account possible

temperature-dependent shifts of the emission spectra relative to the fixed quantum

efficiency of the PMTs. This correction is neglected however, since I am unaware

of emission spectra available over our whole temperature range.2 Instead, based on

the few available emission spectra at low temperatures, we merely estimate that,

relative to room temperature, for NaI(Tl) our detection efficiency decreases by 2% at

77 K [88] and by as much as 11% at 4 K [77]. For NaI, the efficiency decreases by 4%

at 77 K [89], and for CsI increases by 10% at 77 K [84].

5.5.1 NaI

The temperature response of the light yield from an undoped NaI sample under α-

and γ-excitation down to 3.4 K is shown in Fig. 5.6a). I compare our results to those

from C. Sailer, et al. in Ref. [76] who studied the low temperature scintillation of NaI

under α-excitation (4) and see close agreement with our 4.7 MeV α measurements

(#). The results from Ref. [76] differ from ours by only a few percent, except between

2During preparation of this thesis, a comprehensive set of spectra for CsI has been obtained
elsewhere [87].
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30 and 70 K where a difference of about 20% can be seen. Using Eq. 5.1, these results

show an estimated light yield due to α particles of 1.64±0.09 photons/keV at 300 K,

which increases by a factor of 15 to 24.7 ± 1.3 photons/keV at 77 K, which is in

good agreement to the measurements in [76] for 5.4 MeV α particles. The light yield

from our sample then drops to 21.5± 1.1 photons/keV at 3.4 K, which is a factor of

13 greater than at 300 K. Similar behaviour of NaI has been previously observed in

Refs. [79] and [76], but a widely accepted explanation does not yet exist.

The LY of NaI due to both 60 keV γ quanta (�) and 122 keV γ quanta (3)

increase by a factor of 4.5 below 100 K and remains approximately constant down to

3.4 K. For 60 keV γ quanta, the absolute LY is estimated to be 4.2±0.3 photons/keV

at 300 K and 19.5± 1.0 photons/keV at 3.4 K.

Figure 5.6b) shows Qα/γ as a function of temperature for both gamma sources,

calculated using Eq. 5.3. For 60 keV γ quanta, Qα/γ is 0.40 ± 0.02 at 300 K then

increases to values greater than 1 below 100 K, peaking at 1.34± 0.02 at 85 K, then

decreasing to 1.10 ± 0.01 at 3.4 K. For 122 keV γ, Qα/γ is 0.39 ± 0.02 at 300 K,

1.36± 0.05 at 100 K, and 1.27± 0.02 at 3.4 K. An α/γ quenching factor greater than

1 is unexpected (see Sec. 5.4.2) and may be influenced by the sample’s surface quality,

which is discussed in Sec. 5.5.6.

5.5.2 CsI

Figure 5.7a) shows the temperature response of the LY of our CsI sample under α-

and γ-excitation down to 3.4 K. The LY from 4.7 MeV α particles (#) shows a smooth

increase from 1.1± 0.1 photons/keV at 300 K to 93.8± 8.9 photons/keV at 77 K (an

increase by a factor of 85). The light continues to increase in intensity to a maximum
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Figure 5.6: a) Example of temperature response of the light yield of an NaI sample
under α- and γ-excitation calibrated to LYadj

γ (60keV, 300K). Systemat-
ics of the order of 5% for gammas and 10% for alphas are not shown.
Similar results from C. Sailer, et al. for 5.4 MeV alphas are shown for
comparison [76]. b) Qα/γ as a function of temperature for both gamma
sources. The α/γ quenching factor may be influenced by the sample’s
surface quality, which is discussed in Sec. 5.5.6.
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of 107.1 ± 10.2 at 35 K (a factor of 97 over 300 K). The detected light then falls

to 31.6 ± 3.0 photons/keV at 3.4 K. These results are compared to those from V.B.

Mikhailik, et al. in [87] for alphas from 241Am (the precise alpha energy is not stated

in [87], but is assumed to be roughly 5 MeV) and the difference in results is discussed

in Sec. 5.5.4.

The results with 60 (�) and 122 keV (3) γ quanta are also shown in Fig. 5.7a)

along with results from C. Amsler, et al. (4) in [84], which are from measurements

of a larger CsI sample under 511 keV γ quanta with a 5 µs acquisition window (which

is much shorter than the 1 ms window used in our setup). At 300 K, the LY is

3.2± 0.4 photons/keV at 60 keV and 3.6± 0.7 photons/keV at 122 keV. At 30 K, the

LY from 60 keV γ quanta has increased by a factor of 24 to 77.8± 7.4 photons/keV,

and has increased to an equivalent amount for 122 keV γ quanta. The temperature

response of the LY then drops down to 58.9± 5.6 photons/keV at 3.4 K.

Figure 5.7b) shows the temperature response of the α/γ quenching factor (Eq. 5.3)

for CsI for 60 and 122 keV γ quanta with 4.7 MeV α particles. The quenching factor

at 300 K for 60 keV γ quanta is 0.34 ± 0.03, which then increases to values greater

than 1 below 100 K down to 15 K, reaching a maximum of 1.38±0.01 at 40 K. Similar

to undoped NaI, an α/γ quenching factor greater than 1 is observed. Below 10 K,

Qα/γ returns to values less than 1.

5.5.3 NaI(Tl)

The LY(T) of NaI(Tl), shown in Fig. 5.8a), displays more complicated behaviour

than the undoped samples. An initial increase under α-excitation (#) from 26.4 ±

0.3 photons/keV at 300 K to a maximum of 30.0±0.3 photons/keV at 185 K gives way
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Figure 5.7: a) Temperature response of the light yield of CsI under α- and γ-excitation
calibrated to LYadj

γ (60keV, 300K). Error bars are dominated by the error
on the fit to the spectrum at the normalization temperature of 300 K,
where the light yield is small. Results from C. Amsler, et al. [84] for
511 keV gammas and V.B. Mikhailik, et al. [87] for 241Am alphas are also
shown. b) Qα/γ as a function of temperature for both gamma sources,
which becomes larger than 1 between 10 and 100 K. These data do not
require normalization to 300 K, hence the smaller error bars.
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to a sudden decrease down to a minimum of 17.4± 0.2 photons/keV at 55 K. The LY

then increases in intensity until reaching another maximum of 25.5±0.3 photons/keV

at 25 K, after which it remains near 25 photons/keV down to 3.4 K. A similar valley

in the light yield temperature response of NaI(Tl) under α-excitation is seen by C.

Sailer, et al. in [76], also shown in Fig. 5.8a) (4).

The light yield temperature response of our NaI(Tl) sample due to 60 keV (�)

and 122 keV (3) γ quanta are also shown in Fig. 5.8a). At 300 K, the LY is 44.8±

0.7 photons/keV at 60 keV and 44.9± 1.0 photons/keV at 122 keV. At 3.4 K, the LY

decreases slightly to 40.6 ± 0.8 photons/keV at 60 keV and 37.4 ± 1.0 photons/keV

at 122 keV.

Figure 5.8b) shows the temperature response of the α/γ quenching factor (Eq. 5.3)

for NaI(Tl) for 60 and 122 keV γ quanta with 4.7 MeV α particles. The quenching

factor does not remain constant over temperature. Starting at 0.589±0.007 at 300 K

(which agrees with semi-empirical calculations in [90] and measurements in [91]), the

temperature response of Qα/γ for 60 keV γ quanta reaches a peak of 0.89 ± 0.02 at

145 K, then decreases and flattens out to 0.597± 0.009 at 3.4 K.

5.5.4 Discussion of Light Yield Results

Results for the LY of NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl) under alpha and gamma excitations are

shown respectively in Figs. 5.6a), 5.7a) and 5.8a), and are summarized in Tab. 5.1.

For all particles, the LY of NaI increases by a factor ∼5 between room temperature

and ∼80 K before tapering off slightly down to half the room-temperature value of

NaI(Tl) at 3.4 K. There is fairly good agreement between these alpha data and data

published elsewhere for 5.4 MeV alphas [76]. However, the surface condition of NaI
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Figure 5.8: a) Temperature response of the estimated absolute light yield of NaI(Tl)
under α- and γ-excitation normalized to LYabs

γ (300K). Similar results
from C. Sailer, et al. for 5.4 MeV alphas are shown for comparison [76],
along with two results (crystal cooled from and warmed to room temper-
ature) from N. Coron, et al. [77] for a 40 kV X-ray beam. b) Qα/γ as a
function of temperature for both gamma sources.
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Table 5.1: Light yield (LY) for various alkali halides at two different temperatures.
LYref

γ (300K) is the reference value taken from the literature at 300 K;
LYadj

γ (60keV, 300K) is the nonlinearity-adjusted value for 60 keV photons
(see App. C). LYγ and LYα are the values at low temperature, based on
measured spectra, LYadj

γ (60keV, 300K), and calculated using Eq. 5.1. All
values are expressed in photons per keV. Systematic uncertainties on NaI
and NaI(Tl) light yields were found using the standard deviation of results
from undoped NaI samples with different surface treatments, described in
Sec. 5.5.6.

Calculated Measured

Crystal LYref
γ (300K) LYadj

γ (60keV, 300K) LYγ(60keV, 3.4K) LYα(4.7MeV, 3.4K)

NaI 4 [80] 4.16 19.5
stat.
± 1.0

syst.
± 1.0 21.5

stat.
± 1.1

syst.
± 3.1

CsI 3.2 [84] 3.23 58.9
stat.
± 5.6 31.6

stat.
± 3.0

NaI(Tl) 40 [85] 44.8 40.6
stat.
± 0.8

syst.
± 1.0 24.2

stat.
± 0.3

syst.
± 3.1

is highly sensitive to the relative humidity of the environment that the crystal is

prepared in. These results are therefore subject to extra systematic uncertainties,

shown for the LY at 3.4 K in Tab. 5.1, which have been calculated as the standard

deviations of the LY of four NaI samples with different surface conditions, as described

in Sec. 5.5.6.

For CsI, the LY increases by up to a factor 85 as the sample is cooled to 77 K,

then the increase is reduced as the sample is cooled further. For gammas, the low-

temperature LY of CsI is roughly 150% of the room-temperature value of NaI(Tl).

We find a low-temperature LY for CsI gammas of 58.9 ph/keV (Tab. 5.1). Given

an individual photon energy of 3.9 eV (Sec. 6.2.2), and a photon collection efficiency

of 31% (Sec. 6.1), this leads to a fraction of deposited energy detected as light of

58.9 × 0.0039 × 0.3 ≈ 0.07 which is compatible to the 7.1% of energy directly mea-

sured as light in cryogenic detectors made from CsI [92]. There is excellent agreement
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between 60 and 122 keV gammas, but a large difference with alpha particles. The

gain in LY for gammas is about 20% larger than that observed previously by C. Am-

sler, et al., in the 300–77 K range [84]. More recent measurements with α-particles

by V.B. Mikhailik, et al. do not show the same level of increase in LY, but a 15-fold

increase at 20 K over room temperature is still observed [87]. This difference is most

likely due to differing amounts of impurities between the two samples. The room-

temperature luminescence of CsI is known to be very sensitive to impurities, such

that very small levels of Tl contamination can greatly increase the LY of CsI at room

temperature [93]. The emission line responsible for room temperature scintillation in

CsI vanishes with cooling, and thus does not affect low-temperature scintillation. I

believe the low-temperature LY of our CsI sample and the sample in [87] are compat-

ible, but a greater contamination of Tl in their sample has produced a higher LY at

room temperature compared to our sample. Since these LY measurements are relative

to room temperature, we see a greater increase in LY at low temperatures. It is not

possible to be completely sure about this explanation without more information about

the purity of each CsI sample or a comparison of the respective room-temperature

emission spectra.

For NaI(Tl), as the sample is cooled, the LY for all particles dips sharply until

around 80 K, then recovers to its room-temperature value as the sample is cooled

further. These alpha data are in qualitative agreement with alpha data published

elsewhere [76], but with this sample showing a 30% higher LY at low temperature.

The behaviour of these gamma data is quite different from that observed in non-time-

resolved work under a continuous X-ray flux [77], though the overall change in LY is

very similar. We speculate that this discrepancy may be attributed to the differing
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excitation techniques.

5.5.5 Discussion of Qα/γ Results

Quenching factors of NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl) are shown respectively in Figs. 5.6b), 5.7b)

and 5.8b). These results indicate that the quenching factor of all samples varies with

temperature, by up to a factor 3. I am only aware of previous work on the quenching

at room temperature and for NaI(Tl); the value I obtain, 0.589 ± 0.007 at 300 K,

agrees with semi-empirical calculations [90] and measurements [91]. Remarkably in

these data, for the undoped samples, as the temperature falls, the quenching appears

to become greater than 1, and stays so for NaI, though it falls back again for CsI.

An α/γ quenching factor greater than 1 is unexpected because of the higher ion-

ization density of α particles. Such behaviour has previously only been observed in

pure ZnSe [94] and possibly ZnSe(Te) [95, 96]. Various alternative hypotheses have

been considered to explain these results. One hypothesis is that there are signifi-

cant particle-dependent changes in the emission spectra, meaning that our detection

efficiency changes strongly between particles at various temperatures. Another is

that the nonlinearity of the LY varies with temperature, since we are using 60 and

122 keV photons as a proxy for 4.7 MeV ones. To explain the full factor 4 increase

in the measured quenching between room temperature and 50 K for CsI for instance,

this would imply that the relative LY of 60 keV to 4.7 MeV gammas drops drastically

from ∼1 at 300 K to ∼1/4 at 50 K. Yet another possibility is that the time constants

diverge meaningfully between particles at different temperatures, meaning again that

the relative detection efficiency changes with temperature. Finally, since the alpha

particles originate from an external source and interact with the first ∼20 µm of the
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Figure 5.9: Comparisons of Qα/γ(T ) for samples of NaI with different surface treat-
ments, showing possible systematic effects on the LY results. Refer to text
for descriptions. Spread in LY results do not affect the dark matter sen-
sitivities detailed in Ch. 6, which are robust to at least a 20% uncertainty
in the LY (see Sec. 6.3.1). Figure provided by M. Clark.

crystal surface [97], whereas the gammas interact in the bulk, the possibility that

surface effects contribute to this result cannot be excluded.

5.5.6 Discussion of Systematic Effects Due to Surface Condition of NaI

For NaI, the apparent α/γ quenching factor greater than 1 may be caused by a

degraded crystal surface due to prolonged exposure to moist air. Recent tests by our

group have revealed possible systematic effects on the LY results of NaI. Figure 5.9
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shows a comparison of Qα/γ(T ) for samples of NaI with different surface treatments,

identified by their run number. Each sample is described as follows:

R41 The primary sample, described in Sec. 5.5.1; polished according to Sec. 5.2 under

20% relative humidity (R.H.); noticed to be white and cloudy when removed

from cryostat; initially thought to have become white after data-taking, during

warm-up (see below).

R57 A 5× 5× 1 mm3 sample cleaved from 5× 5× 10 mm3 ingot; polished according

to Sec. 5.2 under 8% R.H.; cracked during cool-down, thus not included in

systematic uncertainties in Tab. 5.1.

R58 A 5 × 5 × 2 mm3 sample cleaved from 5 × 5 × 10 mm3 ingot; not polished;

prepared under 8% R.H.

R59 A 5×5×2 mm3 sample cleaved from 5×5×10 mm3 ingot; not polished; surface

purposely degraded by breathing on it, which made it white and cloudy.

R61 A 5 × 5 × 2 mm3 sample cleaved from 5 × 5 × 10 mm3 ingot; not polished

because sample was clear; prepared at < 1% R.H.; remained clear throughout

data-taking.

It now appears as though the sample in R41 may have had its surface degraded

by moisture build-up during sample preparation. The sample was prepared under

R.H. of ∼20% using a constant flushing of dry air. At the time, I used a simple

analog hygrometer that was slow to respond and accurate to about 5% to measure

the R.H. of the glove box that the sample was prepared in. The sample was polished

and appeared clear before going into the cryostat, but was found to be covered in
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white residue upon opening the cryostat after data-taking was complete. Based on a

quick test run at a few temperature points after the main run with the same sample,

it seemed as though the sample became white during the warm-up phase after data-

taking was complete. The sample in R59 was breathed upon to purposely degrade its

surface and, as can be seen in Fig. 5.9, its Qα/γ(T ) results match closely to R41, which

both exceed 1.0 below 100 K. This is what now leads us to believe that the sample in

R41 may have been cloudy for the entire run. The sample may have appeared clear

due to a thin layer of moisture on its surface that likely dried and produced a layer

of white residue shortly after being put under vacuum in the cryostat. Since then,

we have acquired a digital hygrometer that is fast to respond and accurate to 0.1%,

and, using a combination of dry air and desiccant, have been able to achieve relative

humidities in the glove box of 1% or lower. Samples R58 and R61 were prepared

under these lower relative humidities and did not become cloudy while under vacuum,

resulting in Qα/γ(T ) values that remain below 1.0 for all temperatures. The spread

in these results underscores how difficult it is to handle NaI and how sensitive it is to

humidity, in particular in view of making cryogenic detectors. However, the spread

in these results do not affect the dark matter sensitivities detailed in Ch. 6, which are

robust to at least a 20% uncertainty in the LY (see Sec. 6.3.1). In fact, the systematic

uncertainty on LYγ(60keV, 3.4K) for NaI shown in Tab. 5.1, which is calculated as the

standard deviation of the LYγ(60keV, 3.4K) results for each of the above NaI samples

(neglecting the cracked R57), contributes only about 5% to the total error.

It is important to note that these results would not explain the CsI quenching

factor having values greater than 1 (Fig. 5.7), since CsI is significantly less hygroscopic

than NaI and the sample remained clear before and after data-taking.
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Overall, the LY is relatively constant at temperatures below 20 K for NaI, below

7 K for CsI, and below 30 K for NaI(Tl). It is assumed that it remains so at even lower

temperatures. Within the strict context of finding a suitably bright scintillator for

scintillating calorimeters, CsI has the highest LY at low temperature and is therefore

the most promising. For comparison, the low-temperature LY of CaWO4, the target

material of the CRESST experiment, is estimated to be ∼21 photons/keV for γ’s [98].

These values of LYγ at 3.4 K are used to inform simulations to determine the expected

sensitivity of a scintillating calorimeter made with NaI, CsI or NaI(Tl).

5.6 Conclusion

The light yield due to alpha and gamma excitations for NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl) have

been studied, and the general trend for NaI and CsI is a dramatic increase in LY as

the temperature decreases, though a significant effect due to the state of the crystal

surface has been found. This adds a systematic uncertainty to the light yield that is

taken into account in the next chapter, and also highlights the practical challenge of

fabricating and operating such detectors.
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Chapter 6

Performance of Alkali Halide Scintillating

Calorimeters and their Sensitivity to Dark Matter

As discussed in Ch. 2, a scintillating calorimeter capable of background discrimination

and based on NaI could shed light on the controversial DAMA claim by potentially

revealing target-specific backgrounds or interactions. In this chapter, I simulate the

expected background discrimination power and sensitivity to WIMPs of a scintillating

calorimeter with an alkali halide target for different exposures and under various

assumptions about phonon detector resolutions. Also, the technical feasibility of

this type of detector is explored. This work forms the basis of reference [99], now

published.

6.1 Expected Detector Performance

In this section, I discuss what performances can be expected from alkali halide de-

tectors in terms of scintillation and phonon signals. The design is based on CRESST

scintillation-phonon devices [36]. The standard cylindrical size of the scintillators
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(height and diameter 4 cm) yields an individual detector mass of 184 g for NaI (den-

sity 3.67 g/cm3) and 227 g for CsI (density 4.51 g/cm3). An array of several of these

could be assembled, though it would be worthwhile to develop larger, kg-scale (height

and diameter 7 cm for NaI), individual devices, that already exist as scintillators. For

the light channel, I assume standard CRESST performances, including a light collec-

tion efficiency (fraction of photons created by the scintillation event that are detected)

of 31% [100], and an energy-independent contribution from the light detector to the

resolution with a standard deviation of 10 eV [101, 100, 98]. The scintillation of

NaI [79, 102, 103, 104, 80, 88, 89] and CsI [81, 82, 84, 105, 87] (with and without

doping) have been studied over a range of temperatures. The light yields used in the

following come from our own study of the alpha and gamma scintillation of these crys-

tals in Ch. 5. The results for gamma scintillation at our lowest temperature, 3.4 K,

are shown in Tab. 5.1. The light yield seems to vary little around this temperature,

hence our using these results in the tens of millikelvin range relevant for cryogenic

detectors. We note that the only sample for which cryogenic data exist is CsI. Our

experimental value of its light yield, when combined with the light detection efficiency

and the photon energy described below in Sec. 6.2.2, leads to a fraction of deposited

energy detected as light of 59 ph/keV × 3.9 eV/ph × 0.3 ≈ 0.07. This is consistent

with the 7.1% of energy directly measured as light in cryogenic detectors [92].

The performance of the phonon channel is expected to depend strongly on the

absorber. Also, as direct deposition of the tungsten phonon sensors on the alkali

halides may be problematic because of the low melting temperature of these materials,

these detectors can benefit from the CRESST composite technology in which the

sensor is deposited on a small substrate then glued on the main scintillator [106].
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The only published alkali halide results we are aware of are for CsI, and suffer from

very poor phonon resolution of 11.6 keV for test pulses corresponding to an energy

of 139 keV [92]. This is taken as the energy-independent, dominant, baseline noise.

Possible explanations for this include the low Debye temperature of CsI (128 K [107]),

or surface degradation due to hygroscopicity [92]. Possibilities to remediate this

have not been exhausted and include optimization and adjustment of the utilized

temperature sensor (concerning its size, the material and gluing technique used to

attach it to the crystal), as well as smaller detector sizes. Therefore in the rest of this

analysis, I consider two scenarios for detector performance. In the first, optimistic,

case, I assume that performances can be brought into line with those from current

CRESST CaWO4 detectors with glued sensors [108]. Their phonon resolution is

interpolated by a function that depends on the square root of the energy:

σP (E) = σP (0) +

√
E

122 keV
(σP (122 keV)− σP (0)). (6.1)

with a baseline noise of σP (0) = 210 eV, and a resolution at high energies (122 keV)

of σP (122 keV) = 840 eV. The system is assumed to be triggered by the phonon

channel with a threshold given by 5 times the standard deviation of the baseline

noise. In the second case, I consider the resolution to be constant, with σP = 10 keV,

close to the current value [92]. This corresponds to the small pulse size making the

baseline resolution the dominant term. In this case, it is assumed that the the good

performances of the light channel enable the phonon threshold to be kept at 2 times

the standard deviation of its baseline noise.
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Figure 1: Cumulative low-energy distribution of the single-hit scintillation events (that
is each detector has all the others as veto), as measured by the DAMA/LIBRA detec-
tors in an exposure of 0.53 ton × yr. The energy threshold of the experiment is 2 keV
and corrections for efficiencies are already applied.

bility is negligible), as measured by the DAMA/LIBRA detectors in the 0.53 ton×yr
exposure.

In order to further investigate the presence of DM particles in the galactic halo, a
model-independent investigation of the annual modulation signature has been carried
out by exploiting the time behaviour of the residual rates of the single-hit events in the
lowest energy regions of the DAMA/LIBRA data. These residual rates are calculated
from the measured rate of the single-hit events (obviously corrections for the overall
efficiency and for the acquisition dead time are already applied) after subtracting the
constant part: < rijk − flatjk >jk. Here rijk is the rate in the considered i-th time
interval for the j-th detector in the k-th energy bin, while flatjk is the rate of the
j-th detector in the k-th energy bin averaged over the cycles. The average is made
on all the detectors (j index) and on all the 1 keV bins (k index) which constitute
the considered energy interval. The weighted mean of the residuals must obviously be
zero over one cycle.

Figure 2 shows the time behaviour (over three energy intervals) of the model-
independent residual rates for single-hit events collected by the new DAMA/LIBRA
experiment over four annual cycles (0.53 ton×yr). Those measured over seven annual
cycles by the former DAMA/NaI experiment [4, 5] (0.29 ton×yr) are shown as well;
the cumulative exposure of the two experiments is 0.82 ton×yr. The advantage of the
increased exposed mass and exposure is evident.

In particular, the residual rates in the (2 – 4), (2 – 5) and (2 – 6) keV energy intervals
are depicted in Fig. 2; the experimental points present the errors as vertical bars and
the associated time bin width as horizontal bars. The superimposed curves represent
the cosinusoidal functions behaviours A cos ω(t − t0) with a period T = 2π

ω = 1 yr
and with a phase t0 = 152.5 day (June 2nd) and modulation amplitudes, A, obtained
by best fit over the whole data (DAMA/NaI & DAMA/LIBRA). The dashed vertical
lines correspond to the maximum of the signal (June 2nd), while the dotted vertical
lines correspond to the minimum. We note that, for simplicity, in Fig. 2 the same time
binning already considered e.g. in ref. [4, 5] has been used. The result of this approach
is similar by choosing other time binnings, as it is also evident from the analysis on

7

Figure 6.1: DAMA background spectrum for an exposure of 0.53 ton-y [39]. The
peak at 3.2 keV is due to 40K decays.

6.2 Time-Independent Sensitivity Limited By Background Leakage Into

Signal Region

This analysis involves considering a canonical WIMP and astrophysical scenario, and

applying a standard analysis based on time-independent rates [109]: i) assuming

that all of the background is time-independent and caused by electron recoils, ii)

estimating how much of the background leaks into the nuclear recoil region of our

detectors and iii) determining how the leakage would limit the sensitivity of these

detectors to nuclear recoils from a WIMP. Since, for NaI and NaI(Tl), I am considering

the same target as DAMA, this method is less sensitive to assumptions on particle

couplings, which are being scoured for loopholes to reconcile experimental results

coming from DAMA on the one hand, and detectors with other target materials on

the other [110, 111, 112, 113, 114].
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Fig. 5. Energy spectrum in WIMP signal region before applying cuts (filled circles),
the big cluster events rejection with efficiency correction (open squares), and fitted
nuclear recoil rate (open circles) where the errors include systematic uncertainty of
efficiency for the latter two cases. A 90% upper limit on the nuclear recoil rate is
shown with a solid line.

Because we use different crystals for the neutron calibration, we need to con-
firm whether the two different crystals show the same MT characteristics. The
137Cs calibration data of the test crystal is compared with that of the full-size
crystal. As one can see in Fig. 6, the MT distribution of Compton electrons
in the test crystal is well matched with that of the full-size crystal. The mean
value of the log(MT) distribution as a function of energy is shown in Fig 7.
An excellent agreement between the test crystal and the full-size crystal for
the Compton electron allows us to use the neutron signal from the test crystal
as a reference for nuclear recoil signal for the full-size crystal. A slight MT
difference is adjusted by the assumption of a constant Rτ = τn/τe [22]. Where
τn is the MT of the nuclear recoil and τe is the MT of the electron recoil.

Since the MT distribution depends significantly on the measured energy in
the low energy region, the log(MT) distribution in each keV energy bin is
fitted to the reference distribution for the same energy bin. The fitted nuclear
recoil event rate after the efficiency correction is given in Fig. 5. The fitted
nuclear recoil event rates are consistent with zero within one standard devi-
ation error for all energy bins. A 90% confidence level (CL) upper limit on
nuclear recoil event rates are shown with a solid line. Since below 3 keV the
PMT background contributes significantly and the pulse shape discrimination
power is less effective, we do not use events below 3 keV. In order to evaluate

10

Figure 6.2: KIMS background spectrum for an exposure of 237 kg-d [115]. The dark
circles represent their unfiltered event rates. The open squares indicate
their background after removing events that they attribute to PMT noise
(the model used for this analysis). The red circles indicate their nuclear
recoil background, as determined by fitting neutron and gamma distribu-
tions of a mean time variable to their WIMP search data.

6.2.1 Background Models

I use the reported background spectra from the DAMA and KIMS (2005) exper-

iments as the background models for the Monte Carlo simulations. The DAMA

background spectrum (used for the simulations with NaI(Tl) and NaI) is for an ex-

posure of 0.53 ton-y, taken from [39] and studied in [40, 41, 42]. The spectrum has

a flat component of roughly 1 cpd/kg/keV with a peak at 3.2 keV due to 40K de-

cays. The background spectrum for KIMS (an array of CsI(Tl) detectors) for an

exposure of 237 kg-d is taken from [115] and is used for our CsI simulations. The

KIMS background has a flat component of roughly 7 cpd/kg/keV. Both background
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spectra have an exponential component at low energies, which I have included in this

analysis, though they are most likely due to PMT noise. I also force the spectra to

remain flat out to 60 keV, though this has little impact on low-mass WIMPs and is

not quite the case for DAMA [40, 116].

6.2.2 Generating Discrimination Bands

Background discrimination is carried out in a normalized light yield vs. energy plane.

The regions covering a given fraction of the signal and those covering a given fraction

of the background are referred to as discrimination bands. I generated these bands

for the interaction of γ quanta and the respective nuclear recoils possible in each

considered crystal using Monte Carlo simulations. For each material, the inputs are

the LY from Tab. 5.1, the nuclear quenching factors Q (assumed here to be energy-

independent), the mean energy of the emitted photons E , the light collection efficiency

ε of the detector module, and resolutions of the light detector and phonon detector,

σL and σP , respectively. The algorithm is illustrated step-by-step in Fig. 6.3 and

described in the following list for the example of electron recoils (Q := 1), where each

item of the list corresponds with the appropriate subfigure:

a) Randomly draw 107 particle event energy deposits E from a uniform distribution

between 0 and Emax. For each of these deposits, calculate the expected number

of photons ν emitted by the scintillator:

ν = E × LY ×Q× η(E). (6.2)

The energy-dependent factor η(E) accounts for the nonlinearity of the scintil-

lator. It has been calculated using a model proposed in [117] for the nonlinear
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Figure 6.3: Generation of discrimination bands, illustrated on NaI for the electron/γ
band. See Sec. 6.2.2 for details of procedure. For illustrative purposes,
σL = 30 eV and the model in Eq. 6.1 has been used here with σP (0 keV) =
500 eV and σP (122 keV) = 10 keV. Blue cross demonstrates the procedure
for the average of a group of 20 keV events.
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response of inorganic scintillators to electron interactions and fit to measure-

ments of the nonlinearity of NaI(Tl) [86], NaI [80] and CsI [105]. See App. C

for more detail.

b) For each of the previous events, generate the actual number of emitted photons,

n, from a Poisson distribution with expectation ν.

c) For each event, determine the number of detected photons from a binomial dis-

tribution with n attempts and a success probability equal to the light collection

efficiency ε.

d) Convert to detected photon energy by multiplying by the mean energy E of the

emitted photons for each crystal (NaI: 3.3 eV [102], NaI(Tl): 2.95 eV [102],

CsI: 3.9 eV [82]). More recent work on NaI(Tl) [77] identifies two peaks at

2.82 eV and 3.76 eV at 4 K; however, in this case, the actual photon energy

does not have much effect on the width of the band which is dominated by

phonon channel resolution (see g) below and Sec. 6.3.2 for more detail).

e) Account for the light detector resolution σL by applying a random fluctuation

from a normal distribution with standard deviation σ = σL to the detected light

energy EL.

f) Convert the deposited energy E to detected phonon energy by subtracting the

emitted light energy: EP = E − nE .

g) Apply the phonon detector resolution σP to the detected phonon energy as

a random fluctuation from a normal distribution with σ = σP . This is the

quantity that would be measured in the phonon channel of an actual experiment.
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h) Calibrate the phonon energy scale using the expected value at 122 keV, as would

be performed in an actual experiment.

i) Convert to a yield vs. calibrated phonon energy plane, where yield Y is defined

as Y = EL/EP (both including resolutions), and determine the discrimination

band for electron and γ events by binning with a width of 200 eV along the

phonon energy axis, and calculating the 10th and 90th percentiles along the

yield axis within each bin. The yield is normalized to its value for 122 keV γ

quanta.

Discrimination bands for the different nuclei in each target crystal are determined

in the same manner as above, except the nuclear quenching factor Q for each nucleus

is applied when calculating ν in Eq. 6.2, resulting in the discrimination bands shown in

Figs. 6.6 (optimistic phonon resolution) and 6.7 (current phonon resolution). Though

there remains some disagreement between various quenching factor measurements at

low energies for NaI(Tl) (c.f. Fig. 9 in [118]), I have taken the following values for the

nuclear recoil quenching factors, neglecting energy and temperature dependence: 0.3

for Na and 0.1 for I in NaI(Tl) [119, 120]. I carry over the same values to NaI since I

am unaware of any measurements on that undoped material. Similarly, I take values

from CsI(Tl) for CsI: 0.1 for Cs and I in CsI [121]. Lastly, I neglect any possible

effects of gamma quenching at low energies, which exists in CaWO4 and results in a

reduced light yield for γ quanta compared to equally energetic electron recoils [122].

6.2.3 Calculating the Expected WIMP Spectrum for Composite Targets

To produce expected WIMP sensitivities for a 1 kg NaI or CsI detector using the

Optimum Interval Method [123], I must calculate the expected WIMP spectrum for
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a given WIMP mass and cross-section. The two target materials are composed of

two different nuclei, which would contribute differently to the total expected WIMP

spectrum. To account for this, I treat each nucleus separately then sum their expected

WIMP spectra to produce the total spectrum for the composite target. For example,

the exposure-weighted efficiency for 10 kg-days exposure of a NaI detector, assuming

a flat detector efficiency between 2 and 6 keV, is shown in Fig. 6.4(b). The Na and I

curves are weighted by their relative mass contributions to NaI. The differential rate

for 6 GeV WIMPS with a spin-independent cross-section of 10−42 cm2 on Na and

I nuclei is shown in Fig. 6.4(a), calculated from kinematics. To find the expected

WIMP rate on Na or I, I multiply the exposure-weighted efficiencies from Fig. 6.4(b)

by the differential rates in Fig. 6.4(a) to produce the expected spectra for Na and I

shown in Fig. 6.4(c). The individual spectra are then summed together to produce

the total expected WIMP spectrum for NaI. The same procedure is done for CsI.

6.2.4 Background-Free Sensitivities

To understand the ultimate reach this experiment could achieve, the background-free

sensitivity is studied. The optimistic scenario easily allows investigation of the full

DAMA claim with a small exposure of 10 kg-d, as shown in Fig. 6.5(a). The current

detector performance sensitivities, in Fig. 6.5(b), match the level of KIMS (2011) and

part of the low-mass DAMA region is covered by NaI and NaI(Tl). However, with

poor thresholds, one can never check the low-mass DAMA region.
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Figure 6.4: (a) The distributions of interactions on Na and I for 6 GeV WIMPs,
assuming usual astrophysical constants [124]. (b) Exposure-weighted ef-
ficiency for a 1-kg NaI detector, assuming a flat response between 2 and
6 keV and an exposure of 10 kg-days. The Na and I curves are weighted
by their relative mass contributions to NaI. (c) Expected WIMP spectrum
on NaI from 6 GeV WIMPs, calculated from the product of the WIMP
distributions shown in (a) and the efficiencies shown in (b).
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Figure 6.5: Expected sensitivities for different alkali halide calorimeters, assuming a
background-free experiment, with light detector resolution of 10 eV and
(a) optimistic phonon performances (840 eV at 122 keV) and a 10 kg-days
exposure, and (b) current phonon performances (baseline noise dominated
resolution of 10 keV) and 100 kg-days. The DAMA claim contours [35]
are shown in grey. Also shown are the 2005 (237 kg-days) [115] and 2011
(24 tonne-days) [125] KIMS limits.
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6.2.5 Expected Sensitivities

For each target material and exposure, a set of energy deposits are randomly drawn

from the background distributions (assumed to be all electron and γ events) described

in Sec. 6.2.1, and then converted to the Yield vs. Deposited Energy parameter space

by the procedure described in Sec. 6.2.2. As illustrated in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7, the

bands and background events are compared to each other to determine how many

electron/γ background events leak into the nuclear recoil bands, where we would

expect WIMP events to occur. The energies of all of these events are saved. However,

in this analysis, no attempt is made to use the yield values for a more sophisticated

background identification. In the case of the current phonon resolution (Fig. 6.7), the

signal regions are above a virtual light detector threshold that is 5 standard deviations

of its baseline noise.

With the collection of leakage events determined, the sensitivity to WIMPs that

the proposed detector may have for given exposures and detector resolutions are

predicted using the high statistics extension to the Optimum Interval Method [123,

126]. The method computes the 90% confidence level (CL) upper limit of a signal for

an unknown background. These calculations are performed under typical astrophysics

assumptions (WIMP mass density of 0.3 GeV/c2/cm3, mean WIMP velocity with

respect to the galaxy of 220 km/s, mean circular velocity of Earth with respect to the

galactic center of 232 km/s, and galactic escape velocity of 544 km/s [124]) and over

a range of WIMP masses to determine the expected WIMP-nucleon cross-section for

each WIMP mass.

To determine how well this proposed detector could test the DAMA dark matter

detection claim, I compare the expected sensitivity curves for each of the alkali halide
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Figure 6.6: Discrimination bands generated for NaI, CsI and NaI(Tl) with light detec-
tor resolution of 10 eV and optimistic phonon detector resolution 210 eV
at 0 keV and 840 eV at 122 keV. Events are simulated from the DAMA
(NaI) and KIMS (CsI) background distributions for 10 kg-days between
0-20 keV with a phonon energy threshold of 1.05 keV (vertical, magenta
line), which is 5 standard deviations of the baseline noise. Five standard
deviations of the light detector baseline noise are represented as the green
curve.
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Figure 6.7: Same as Fig. 6.6, but with current phonon detector resolution of 10 keV,
with bands calculated up to 60 keV, and with phonon energy threshold
of 20 keV (vertical, magenta line), which is 2 standard deviations of the
baseline noise. Signal region is also at least five standard deviations above
the light detector baseline noise (green curve).
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targets with the DAMA discovery contours for Na and I [35], shown in Fig. 6.8. Also

shown are the limits from the KIMS experiment [125] as other comparisons with

our results (the 2005 limit with the background we have used, and the more recent

and improved 2011 limit). Figure 6.8(a) is the result of our simulations for an alkali

halide detector after 10 kg-days of exposure. For the optimistic phonon detector

performance scenario described in Sec. 6.1, this modest exposure would check the

entire DAMA claim. For the current performance scenario (σP (0 keV) = σP (122 keV)

= 10 keV), background discrimination is degraded as seen in Fig. 6.7. The sensitivity

is background-limited after 100 kg-days of exposure, illustrated in Fig. 6.8(b), making

it impossible to check the full DAMA claim. More sophisticated analysis techniques,

such as likelihoods, may be able to better exploit the yield information to distinguish

different types of recoils and produce more stringent limits. Assuming current phonon

performances and a background lowered to the level of that expected by the SABRE

collaboration [43], an exposure of 100 kg-d would allow to check the iodine-recoil,

higher-mass DAMA contour (see Sec. 6.3.3).

Regarding the relative sensitivities of pure and doped NaI, the latter does marginally

better thanks to its light yield which is roughly twice that of the former at low tem-

peratures, enabling slightly better background rejection. CsI is less competitive than

both varieties of NaI at low WIMP masses since its heavier nuclei are a worse match

from the standpoint of scattering kinematics. For heavy WIMPs, CsI is comparable

to NaI(Tl) because its higher background is offset by better background rejection

stemming from the smaller quenching factors of Cs and I compared to Na (Figs. 6.6

and 6.7).
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Figure 6.8: Expected sensitivities for different alkali halide calorimeters, assuming
DAMA and KIMS 2005 backgrounds, with light detector resolution of
10 eV and (a) optimistic phonon performances (840 eV at 122 keV) and
a 10 kg-days exposure, and (b) current phonon performances (baseline
noise dominated resolution of 10 keV) and 100 kg-days. Also shown are
the 2005 (237 kg-days) [115] and 2011 (24 tonne-days) [125] KIMS lim-
its. The optimistic scenario allows investigation of the DAMA claim [35]
with a small exposure. In the case of current performances, sensitivity is
background-limited before the full DAMA region can be explored. Filled-
in, translucent regions cover the 10th and 90th percentiles and the median
of a batch of simulated experiments generated according to our model.
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6.3 Robustness Tests

6.3.1 Effect of Light Yield on Bands

To get a sense of how significant the absolute values of the alkali-halide light yields

are on the results of the sensitivity analyses, the same simulations were performed

with light yields due to gamma interactions that are deviated by ±20 % from the

values in Tab. 5.1. Figure 6.9 shows a comparison of the sensitivities (the medians

of 25 simulations) for different light yields with optimistic phonon resolutions and

10 kg-days of exposure. Increasing the light yield appears to slightly improve the

sensitivities in this case. However, as seen in Fig. 6.10, the sensitivities do not improve

in the case of the current phonon resolutions and 100 kg-days of exposure.

6.3.2 Effect of Photon Energy on Bands

The emission spectra of the alkali halides have been shown to change with temper-

ature. For instance, NaI(Tl) at room temperature has a single peak at 420 nm (or

2.95 eV), but develops a second peak at 330 nm (3.76 eV) when cooled to 77 K, shown

in Fig. 6.11.

The bands were generated for NaI(Tl) with two different photon energies and two

different sets of phonon resolutions to test the effect of photon energy on the shapes of

the bands. Figure 6.12 shows the bands with phonon resolutions σP (0 keV) = 210 eV

and σP (122 keV) = 840 eV, and Fig. 6.13 shows bands with resolutions σP (0 keV) =

210 eV and σP (122 keV) = 10 keV. In both cases, the NaI(Tl) bands essentially do

not change when going from a photon energy of 2.95 eV to 3.76 eV. The “NR: I”

band seems to get slightly narrower when the photon energy is increased, but the

other bands appear unchanged. This may be because the lower light yield of the I
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of sensitivities for different light yields with optimistic
phonon resolutions and 10 kg-days of exposure. Increasing the light yield
appears to slightly improve the sensitivities, though the effect is very
minor.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of sensitivities for different light yields with current phonon
resolutions and 100 kg-days of exposure. Different light yields appear to
have no effect on the sensitivities.
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Figure 6.11: Emission spectra for NaI(Tl) at two temperatures: LN2 (left) and room
temperature (right) [89].

band results in it being more sensitive to the photon energy. A photon energy of

2.95 eV for NaI(Tl) was used for this analysis since it gives a more conservative result

(i.e. slightly broader bands).

6.3.3 Effect of SABRE Background

SABRE is a proposed experiment for SNOLAB that will use ultra-pure NaI(Tl) de-

tectors in a setup similar to DAMA, but with the addition of an active muon veto [43].

The SABRE NaI(Tl) powder has a much lower radioactive background than previ-

ously shown for these crystals and, coupled with low background PMTs, result in an

expected background spectrum that is roughly 5 times lower than DAMA, shown in

Fig. 6.14. The presence of an active muon veto improves the background further.
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Figure 6.12: Discrimination bands for NaI(Tl) generated using a photon energy of
2.95 eV in one case and 3.76 eV in another. There is not much difference,
except for the I recoil bands. σP (0 keV) = 210 eV and σP (122 keV) =
840 eV.

The SABRE “no Veto” background was simulated and run through the sensitivity

analysis for NaI and NaI(Tl). Figure 6.15 shows the simulated SABRE background

before any detector resolutions are applied (in units of cpd/kg/keV) on the top, and

the resulting input spectra for NaI and NaI(Tl) after applying a constant phonon

resolution of 10 keV. Figure 6.16 shows the expected sensitivities of NaI and NaI(Tl)

using these backgrounds after 100 kg-d of exposure. The energy threshold is 20 keV.

I estimate that a NaI detector with poor phonon resolution/high threshold could

completely check the higher-mass DAMA claim region after 100 kg-d if the SABRE

expected background can be achieved.
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Figure 6.13: Discrimination bands for NaI(Tl) generated using a photon energy of
2.95 eV in one case and 3.76 eV in another. There is not much difference,
except for the I recoil bands. In the I recoil bands, for lower photon
energy, the effect of the constant light detector resolution is more evident.
σP (0 keV) = 210 eV and σP (122 keV) = 10 keV.

6.3.4 Discrimination with NaI Using Lower Half of Bands

The rejection power of each crystal is found by determining the number of events

that fall from the electron recoil (ER) band into the nuclear recoil (NR) bands. The

discrimination bands in these analyses are designed to provide 80% coverage of their

respective regions. Normally, any event that falls into one of the NR bands is counted

and goes on to the calculation of the exclusion limits. Here I test an alternative

method that only counts events that fall into the lower half of the Na band for NaI

and NaI(Tl), and the lower halves of both the Cs and I bands for CsI. This therefore
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19 

* This spectrum was made using NaI powder radioactivity; crystal can be better. 

* External background is estimated to be relatively small compared to internal. 

Figure 6.14: Expected background spectrum for the SABRE NaI(Tl) detector with
and without a muon veto, compared to the DAMA background [43].

means that the exposure for those bands is also cut in half, reducing their coverage

to 40%.

Figure 6.17 shows simulated discrimination bands for all 3 crystals after 100 kg-

days of exposure, comparing the groups of rejected events for the “half-band” method

(red circles) and the “full-band” method (gray circles). The resulting sensitivities are

shown in Fig. 6.18.

For NaI and NaI(Tl), the “half-band” method slightly improves the sensitivity

since the number of events in the NR bands have been reduced and only the Na

band has a reduced exposure. However, the CsI sensitivity is slightly worse with the

“half-band” method, probably because the lower number of events in the NR bands

is not significant enough to out-weigh the reduction of the exposure in both the Cs

and I bands. Since there are only marginal improvements, this technique is therefore
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Figure 6.15: Top: simulated background spectrum for NaI/NaI(Tl) with an exposure
of 100 kg-d before phonon resolutions are applied using the SABRE “no
Veto” expected background. Bottom: the same simulated backgrounds
after applying a constant phonon resolution of 10 keV. Since the thresh-
old in this case is 20 keV, the odd shape of the spectrum at low energies
is irrelevant.

not implemented in these analyses.

6.4 Sensitivity to a Generic Modulation

The DAMA claim is based on the statistically-robust detection of an annual modula-

tion of the detected event rate interpreted as dark matter. In the 2–6 keVee (electron

equivalent) energy range, the observed modulation amplitude is A = 0.0448 cpd/kg,

the phase is t0 = 144 days after January 1, and the period is T = 365 days [3].

The exposure is very large, of the order of 1 tonne-yr. Since the DAMA experiment
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Figure 6.16: Expected sensitivities for NaI and NaI(Tl) after 100 kg-d of exposure
using the simulated, “no Veto” SABRE background with a constant
10 keV phonon resolution, which is the experimental background without
the aid of an active muon veto.

has no background rejection, though the total combined signal and background DC

level is known (≈ 1 cpd/kg/keV), the DC (time-independent) level of the signal itself

can not be known without resorting to astrophysical and particle models. Statisti-

cal tests were performed by Michael Clark and Itay Yavin to study what sensitivity

smaller, background-rejecting, detectors with low enough threshold would have to

this modulation. What follows is a summary of the results; please refer to [99] for
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Figure 6.17: Simulated discrimination bands for all 3 crystals after 100 kg-days of
exposure, comparing the groups of rejected events for the “half-band”
method (red circles) and the “full-band” method (gray circles).

more detail.

Several different DC levels were simulated to cover various possible combinations

of DC signal and DC background leakage. It was assumed that any modulation is a

result of the dark matter signal and not the leaking background. For the known AC

(time-dependent) signal level, a DC signal+background level was chosen, and for a

given detector mass and exposure, a group of Monte-Carlo (MC) simulated datasets
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were generated using the above values of A, t0, and T . For each MC, the number of

events n and their arrival dates ti were drawn from the DC+AC expectation. These

MCs were then analyzed by two methods that try to detect the modulation.

The first method was a likelihood ratio test where, for each data MC, a likelihood

function was maximized for the modulation hypothesis, with the DC level, phase

and modulation amplitude as free parameters, but the period fixed to one year. It

was separately maximized for the null hypothesis over the DC level only, with the

modulation amplitude set to 0. The ratio of these likelihoods indicated the level of

confidence that a claimed modulation was due to a true modulation and not a sta-

tistical fluctuation. For several exposure scenarios, 500 data MCs with a modulation

were generated and subject to the likelihood ratio procedure. With an AC-to-DC

ratio of 0.1, it was found that a 5 kg detector, or array of detectors, has a better than

50% chance of observing such a modulation in roughly 2 years at a 99% CL.

The second test performed was the Lomb-Scargle method [127], which can be used

to obtain a power spectrum of a dataset as a function of a time scale (periodogram)

with the advantage that it can be applied to unevenly sampled data. The Lomb-

Scargle periodogram does not require an assumption about the form of the periodic

signal. Therefore, it is generally less powerful than the likelihood ratio. For a 5 kg

detector array, with a 2 year exposure and an AC-to-DC ratio of 0.1, the Lomb-

Scargle method gives roughly only a 30% chance of detecting an arbitrary modulation

at 99% CL.
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6.5 Technical Feasibility

Despite apparent incompatibility with other experimental techniques using other tar-

gets, the persistence of the DAMA modulation claim continues to generate interest in

NaI dark matter detectors. The approach proposed here would benefit from having

particle identification, thanks to a simultaneous measurement of phonons and scintil-

lation at cryogenic temperatures. Currently the limiting factor would be the phonon

channel, where attempts to date have encountered poor signal amplitude [92]. Pos-

sible interpretations of this include the low Debye temperature of alkali halides and

effects of hygroscopicity. Further work is necessary to understand if these problems

can be overcome, for instance by using smaller individual detector modules. Other

challenges to these detectors include the fragility of alkali halides, which may make

them vulnerable to thermal contractions, and their hygroscopic nature that could re-

strict their handling to glove boxes and controlled atmospheres (see Sec 5.5.6). These

last two measures may be required in any case for other detectors as well to mitigate

backgrounds. In addition, work will be required to confirm the various nuclear recoil

quenching factors at low temperature.

If these real technical challenges can be surmounted and phonon performance im-

proved to the level of other materials (e.g. phonon resolutions less than 1 keV as

demonstrated in CaWO4 by CRESST), a short exposure of 10 kg-days would have a

good chance of being able to fully explore the parameter space covered by the DAMA

claim under standard astrophysical assumptions in the case of a time-independent

analysis. Indeed, such small exposures could be possible, as the DM-Ice [14] and

SABRE [43] collaborations are developing NaI(Tl) crystals with backgrounds poten-

tially five times lower than DAMA. Lastly, pulse shape discrimination is already used
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in CsI at room temperature [128, 125]. The large increase in light yield of CsI indicates

it may be interesting to study pulse-shape discrimination as a form of background

rejection at low temperatures.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The initial goal of this project was to set up a new optical cryostat at Queen’s that

could be used to identify and study ideal scintillating crystals for rare-event searches.

As outlined in Ch. 3, an optical cryostat capable of a stable base temperature of

3.4 K was commissioned, delivered and tested. A data acquisition chain based on the

multiple photon counting coincidence technique was adapted for our setup and used

to study the scintillators BGO [62] and ZnWO4 [63], which were described in Ch. 4.

We published the first low-temperature measurements of the scintillation of BGO

under γ-excitation and were the first to observe a prominent afterglow component

below 30 K [62].

Along the way, we also developed a novel technique to perform photon counting

using streams of data from a time-to-digital converter (TDC), detailed in Sec. 4.2.

This had the benefit of dramatically reducing the volume of data required to per-

form our analyses. We developed software that allowed us to analyze the streams

of data and identify photon coincidences with adjustable time window parameters

after the data have been taken. We rigorously tested this TDC-based technique, and

determined it to be very robust [66].
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My study of the alkali halides required further modifications to the data acquisition

system to cope with the presence of significant fast and slow scintillation components

and to avoid electronic saturation, as described in Ch. 5. Methods to facilitate the

study of these hygroscopic samples, including a glove box that was designed and in-

stalled around the cryostat, were developed. I adapted a surface polishing technique

to prepare the alkali halide samples for study. Detailed measurements of the tem-

perature response of the light yield (under α- and γ-excitation) and α/γ quenching

factor for each sample were performed. These results informed my extensive study

of the expected performance and sensitivity to dark matter of an alkali-halide based

scintillating calorimeter designed to test the DAMA detection claim. I demonstrate,

in Ch. 6, that if technical challenges can be surmounted and phonon performance of

the alkali halides improved to the level of other materials, a short exposure of 10 kg-

days would have a good chance of being able to fully explore the parameter space

covered by the DAMA claim under standard astrophysical assumptions.

The alkali halides studied in this work are some of the oldest known scintilla-

tors and have been of great interest to the scientific community for decades. The

measurements in this thesis improve upon our knowledge of these important scintilla-

tors, especially at cryogenic temperatures where information is sparse. Utilizing these

crystals in future cryogenic detectors may prove to be vital in understanding current

direct detection results and improving upon detector sensitivities.
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Appendix A

Nomenclature

A.1 List of Symbols

Symbol Description

c speed of light

t time

T temperature

E energy

kB Boltzmann constant

A atomic weight

Z atomic number

e electron

h hole

α alpha particle

γ gamma quantum

LY light yield

τ decay time constant
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A.2 List of Acronyms

Acronym Description

WIMP weakly interacting massive particle

TDC time-to-digital converter

PXI PCI extensions for instrumentation

PCI peripheral component interconnect

NaI sodium iodide

NaI(Tl) thallium-doped sodium iodide

CsI cesium iodide

BGO bismuth germanate

ZnWO4 zinc tungstate

ZnSe zinc selenide

ZnSe(Te) tellurium-doped zinc selenide

ZnMoO4 zinc molybdate

CaWO4 calcium tungstate

FWHM full-width at half-maximum

R.H. relative humidity

A.3 List of Units of Measurement

Unit Description

K Kelvin

mK milliKelvin

g gram
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kg kilogram

Bq/kg Becquerel per kilogram

kg-d kilogram-days

ton-y ton-years

cpd counts per day

s second

µs microsecond

ms millisecond

h hour

y year

m metre

mm millimetre

µm micrometre or micron

nm nanometre

Hz Hertz

GHz gigahertz

cm2 centimetre-squared

V volt

eV electronvolt

keV kiloelectronvolt

MeV megaelectronvolt

GeV gigaelectronvolt

TeV teraelectronvolt

GeV/c2 gigaelectronvolt per speed of light squared
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GeV/cm3 gigaelectronvolt per centimetre-cubed

g/cm3 gram per centimetre-cubed

(GeV/m)cm2/s (gigaelectronvolt per mass)(centimetre-squared per second)

ppm parts per million

A.U. arbitrary units
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Appendix B

Transmission of Optical Cryostat

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the transmission of the optical cryostat was studied in a

dedicated experiment [66] and carried out with undergraduate student C. Trudeau.

The three sets of fused silica windows are held at room temperature, ∼45 and ∼4 K,

and have good transmission over a broad spectral range, including> 90% transmission

between 200 and 1000 nm. Temperature-induced variations in their transmissions

could affect the measured light yields at various temperatures. A setup, illustrated

in Fig. B.1, was built to measure the total transmission of the cryostat’s windows at

a given temperature relative to the transmission at room temperature. On one side

of the cryostat, an LED is shone along the optical axis through an optical filter and

a collimator. Near this LED, held off-axis, is a collimated reference PMT (or PM)

that monitors the stability of the LED intensity. On the opposite side of the cryostat

is an on-axis, collimated PMT that measures the light transmitted through all of the

cryostat windows. The PMTs (Hamamatsu 7207) are UV-sensitive and have low dark

counts (< 30 Hz).

At each temperature, photons are counted on both PMTs with the TDC (described
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fluctuations with a standard deviation of 0.4% of the mean value.
This provides an estimate of systematic instabilities in the system,
including effect of precise room temperature on the LED and each
PM, and other environmental sources of noise on the PMs.
Measurements have been made at four different wavelengths,
using optical filters centered at 280 nm (UV LED), 435 nm,
488 nm and at 600 nm (white LED). At each wavelength, mea-
surements were carried out at three temperatures (289 K, 77 K
and 4 K). Results are shown in Fig. 12. Reported errors come from
propagating the statistical error on the number of counts seen on
each PM, and are one standard deviation. For the three lowest
wavelength measurements, the transmission varies by less than
0.5% relative to room temperature. At the longest, orange,
wavelength, the variation could be as large as 1.5%. This result
in particular may in fact be dominated by systematics mentioned
earlier influencing the rates on each PM, since both PMs show a
roughly 10% increase in rate at low temperatures, but the increase

is slightly greater for the reference PM. Nonetheless, overall, these
variations are small and will have a limited effect on relative light
yield measurements of scintillators.

6. Conclusion

In the context of a study of scintillators at low temperatures,
we have operated a time-to-digital converter (TDC) in streaming
mode to identify photons later analyzed offline using the multiple
photon counting coincidence technique to extract timing and
light yield information. Streams of duration 5 min have been
achieved. Compared to the standard approach that involves a
hardware trigger and a digitizer with a fixed acquisition window,
being able to chose the coincidence window and acquisition
window offline provides greater flexibility and facilitates under-
standing of spectral features from the scintillator, as demon-
strated here with the 60 keV line from 241Am shining on a
ZnWO4 crystal. In addition, the amount of TDC data needing to
be stored and processed is significantly reduced compared to a
digitizer. The main drawbacks of the TDC-based method are the
slightly greater deadtime between pulses, and the lack of ampli-
tude or integral information—though neither is generally an issue
for the long time constants encountered with many scintillators
at low temperatures. TDC models with less deadtime between
pulses than the model employed here and native ability to stream
for hours exist. The TDC has also been used to verify that the
changes in optical transmission of the cryostat used to cool the
samples at various temperatures are small. The methods
described here can be directly extended to double coincidence
measurements allowing improved timing accuracy [12], and will
be used to further the low-temperature study of scintillators
under a and g radiation.
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Appendix A. Derivation of coincidence efficiencies

Given n photons arriving on one channel according to an
exponential distribution 1=te!t=t, and m photons on the other
according to the same distribution (both distributions have the
same start time), for a window of given length Tcoinc, what is the
probability that it contains at least one photon from each channel
(i.e. a coincidence)?

First consider the case of two photons arriving independently
at times t1 and t2, one on each channel. The joint probability
density function is

d2P
dt1t2

"
1
t2

e!ðt1þ t2Þ=tHðt1ÞHðt2Þ, ðA:1Þ

where H is the Heaviside step function with a value of 0 for
strictly negative arguments and a value of 1 for positive or null

Fig. 11. Setup to measure the optical transmission of the cryostat (not to scale). At
each temperature, a LED, whose wavelength is selected by an optical filter, shines
through the cryostat to the transmission PM. A reference PM, fore of the cryostat,
monitors the stability of the LED.

Fig. 12. Optical transmission of the cryostat at various temperatures relative to
room temperature, for different wavelengths. At the three shortest wavelengths,
transmission varies by less than 0.5% over the temperature range; at the highest
wavelength, variation is roughly 1.5%. Error bars are one-standard-deviation
statistical ones. At the highest wavelength, systematic effects may dominate the
results.
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Figure B.1: Schematic of setup to measure the optical transmission of the cryostat
relative to room temperature. An LED shines through the cryostat to
the transmission PM, while a reference PM at the front of the cryostat
monitors the stability of the LED.

in Sec. 4.2) for a given amount of time and the ratio of the counts is calculated (mi-

nus dark counts), cancelling out instabilities in the LED. A white LED was used

with optical filters to provide measurements at 435, 488 and 600 nm; and a UV LED

was used to provide 280 nm wavelength light. The results of these measurements is

shown in Fig. B.2. The three shortest wavelengths show less than 0.5% variation in

transmission over the temperature range. The longest wavelength shows a 1.5% vari-

ation, but systematic effects may dominate the results. Error bars are one standard

deviation. Overall, the variations are small and will have a negligible effect on the

relative light yield measurements of scintillators.
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and 4 K). Results are shown in Fig. 12. Reported errors come from
propagating the statistical error on the number of counts seen on
each PM, and are one standard deviation. For the three lowest
wavelength measurements, the transmission varies by less than
0.5% relative to room temperature. At the longest, orange,
wavelength, the variation could be as large as 1.5%. This result
in particular may in fact be dominated by systematics mentioned
earlier influencing the rates on each PM, since both PMs show a
roughly 10% increase in rate at low temperatures, but the increase

is slightly greater for the reference PM. Nonetheless, overall, these
variations are small and will have a limited effect on relative light
yield measurements of scintillators.
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slightly greater deadtime between pulses, and the lack of ampli-
tude or integral information—though neither is generally an issue
for the long time constants encountered with many scintillators
at low temperatures. TDC models with less deadtime between
pulses than the model employed here and native ability to stream
for hours exist. The TDC has also been used to verify that the
changes in optical transmission of the cryostat used to cool the
samples at various temperatures are small. The methods
described here can be directly extended to double coincidence
measurements allowing improved timing accuracy [12], and will
be used to further the low-temperature study of scintillators
under a and g radiation.
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Appendix A. Derivation of coincidence efficiencies

Given n photons arriving on one channel according to an
exponential distribution 1=te!t=t, and m photons on the other
according to the same distribution (both distributions have the
same start time), for a window of given length Tcoinc, what is the
probability that it contains at least one photon from each channel
(i.e. a coincidence)?

First consider the case of two photons arriving independently
at times t1 and t2, one on each channel. The joint probability
density function is

d2P
dt1t2

"
1
t2

e!ðt1þ t2Þ=tHðt1ÞHðt2Þ, ðA:1Þ

where H is the Heaviside step function with a value of 0 for
strictly negative arguments and a value of 1 for positive or null

Fig. 11. Setup to measure the optical transmission of the cryostat (not to scale). At
each temperature, a LED, whose wavelength is selected by an optical filter, shines
through the cryostat to the transmission PM. A reference PM, fore of the cryostat,
monitors the stability of the LED.

Fig. 12. Optical transmission of the cryostat at various temperatures relative to
room temperature, for different wavelengths. At the three shortest wavelengths,
transmission varies by less than 0.5% over the temperature range; at the highest
wavelength, variation is roughly 1.5%. Error bars are one-standard-deviation
statistical ones. At the highest wavelength, systematic effects may dominate the
results.
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Figure B.2: Optical transmission of the cryostat at various temperature relative to
room temperature, for different wavelengths. The three shortest wave-
lengths show less than 0.5% variation in transmission over the temper-
ature range. The longest wavelength shows a 1.5% variation, but sys-
tematic effects may dominate the results. Error bars are one standard
deviation.
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Appendix C

Accounting for Scintillator Nonlinearity

The response of the light yield (LY ) of certain inorganic scintillators to incident

radiation (e.g. photons, electrons, ions) is known to be nonlinear, i.e., LY 6= aE + b

where E is the energy deposited by the incoming particle. Nonlinearity is an intrinsic

property of inorganic scintillators that is not completely understood, but would affect

the light output and energy resolution of the detector proposed in Ch. 6, and thus

must be accounted for. An overview of the current understanding of scintillator

nonlinearity (also referred to as non-proportionality) can be found in [129].

Measurements of the nonlinear response of NaI(Tl) [86], NaI [80] and CsI [105] are

shown in Fig. C.1. To fit the data, I used a model proposed by Payne et al. in [117]

for the nonlinear response of inorganic scintillators to electron interactions, given as

η(dE/dx) = η0
1− ηe/hexp

[
−(dE/dx)

(dE/dx)ONS

]
1 +

[
(dE/dx)

(dE/dx)BIRKS

] (C.1)

where dE/dX is the linear energy deposit (stopping power) of the electron; ηe/h is the

efficiency by which free electrons and holes are formed during the scintillation process

(set to 0.45 for each crystal); and (dE/dx)ONS and (dE/dx)BIRKS are the Onsager
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Figure C.1: Measurements of the nonlinearity of NaI(Tl), NaI and CsI, along with
fits to Eq. C.1.

and Birks parameters.

A modification of the Bethe-Bloch equation for low energies [117, 130, 131] was

used to determine dE/dx in units of eV/Å:

dE

dx
= 785

Zρ

AE
ln

[
1.166E + kI

I

]
, (eV/Å) (C.2)

where Z, ρ and A are the total atomic number, density and molecular weight of each
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Table C.1: Fit parameters used in Eqs. C.1 and C.2 for scintillator nonlinearity.

Parameter NaI CsI NaI(Tl)
k 35.8 0.95 0.98
ηe/h 0.45 0.45 0.45
η0 1.75 1.80 1.76

(dE/dx)ONS 27.6 27.6 27.6 MeV/cm
(dE/dx)BIRKS 53.8 44.4 107 MeV/cm

crystal; k is a fit parameter; and I is the ionization energy, which is set to 466 eV for

all 3 crystals. Table C.1 gives the values of the fit parameters used in Eqs. C.1 and

C.2. It should be noted that in these analyses we assume the nonlinearity does not

depend on temperature.
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Appendix D

Temperature Response of Time Constants of NaI

A preliminary study of the temperature-dependence of the time constants of NaI was

performed. Figure D.1 shows the average pulse shapes of our NaI sample “Nemesis” at

100 K and the results from a fit with the sum of 5 exponentials and a flat background

component. The fit was performed on the “All Cuts” histogram in green. The fit

appears to be good, despite the high reduced Chi-squared value of 72.4, which is most

likely an error introduced by the variable bin width of the histograms.

Fits to the average pulses were performed with 5 exponentials and a flat back-

ground for several temperatures between 3.4 and 300 K. The results, shown in Fig-

ure D.2, suggest that the 5-exponential model we used is inadequate for these pulses.

It seems likely that a different model is required to properly understand the temperature-

dependence of the kinetics of NaI scintillation, but further analysis is necessary.
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Figure D.1: Fit to average pulse shape of NaI under α-excitation at 100 K using
5 exponential functions and a flat background. Inset: zoom into first
microsecond of pulse.
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Figure D.2: Temperature response of the decay times of NaI under α-excitation.
Pulse shapes had to be fit with 5 exponential functions and a flat back-
ground to produce the lowest reduced Chi-squared values.
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